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Plans are well advanced for another 
charity compilation tape in aid of 
Ethiopia like the immensely suc 
cessful Soft Aid collection which 
broke all records earlier this year 

Rod Cousens, who masterminded 
the first tape, told HCW that he had 
plans for another tape but that it is 
unlikely to be released before 
Christmas as there are already a 
number of compilation tapes 
launched for the Christmas market. 

The detailed composition of the 
tape has not yet been confirmed but 
Rod already has commitments from 
a number of the leading software 
houses to donate products. There 
are likely to be four versions of the 
new compilation, with Amstrad and 
BBC being added to Spectrum and 
‘Commodore. Rod also confirmed 
that there will soon be a disc version 
‘of the first Soft Aid collection for the 
American market 

Estimates of the amount raised 
differ slightly but Rod believes that 
around £300,000 will be paid by 
Micro Dealer UK, the sole distribu: 
tor, tothe Band Aid appeal. The first 
part of this sum, £150,000, was 
passed to the appeal fund a couple of 
months ago. 

the original 
are to be congratulated.” 

Despite the large amount raised, 
there is some concern over the 
project 

Earlier this year Tiger Distribu 
tion, who supplied goods to the 
newsagent multiple John Menzies, 
went into receivership~and their 
debts included non-payment for a 
large number of Soft Aid tapes. 

Menzies had a sale or return 
agreement with Tiger which 
allowed the newsagent group to 
returnany tapes, including Soft Aid, 
which didn’t sell, This meant that 
although Tiger had distributed a 
large number of Soft Aid tapes to 
Menzies and other retailers there 
were insufficient assets to pay forthe 
goods when Tiger ceased trading. 

Another slight concern is that the 
money raised for the appeal, by the 
sale of tapes, is currently in Micro 
Dealer's normal trading account 
Thisis “normal practice” according 
to Band Aid's accountant Phillip 
Rusted but he added that it “would 
be more appropriate for the money 
to be held in a separate deposit 
account, so that the interest goes to 
the Band Aid Trust. This has cer 
tainly been done in the case of simi- 
lar enterprises.” 

The accounts are “fully available 
to any auditors” according to Rod 
Cousens, a sentiment echoed by 
Neil Johnson, joint managing direc- 
torof Micro Dealer UK who “would 
welcome an audit of the Soft Aid 
Project.” 

The public can have confidence, 
according to John Kennedy, Band 
Aid's Iswyer, who claimed that 
“Band Aid can take steps to make 
sure that no one else benefits from 
the appeal.”” 

The project was such a success 
that it caused the companies who 
were handling it some difficulties. 

“I would like to see the software — Neil Johnson told us about the costs 
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ion raat as a 

has proved to be a 
huge administrative burden, We 
were chosen because we could get 
the tapes out quicker but it has cost 
Micro Dealer a great deal 

With a new tape in the offing for 
early next year and the news that the 
original Soft Aid tape is still selling 
both here and abroad, Rod is certain 
that this “magnificent effort by the 
computer software industry" will 
reach his new target of £500,000 
within the foreseeable future. 
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realistic people. He is not just 
passive onlooker staring at a 
screen. 
Games like Beach Head 2 

software expertise, rather than 
produce games that involve the 
wholesale massacre of human 
beings. 

In the early days of gaming, 
death was something that 
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An amazing new concept in software presentation, 
Electric Dreams will bring you two exciting games in one 

double size cassette package at the superb value for money price 
of ONLY £9.95 on cassette and £12.95 on disk. 

Some of the world’s most ingenious minds will be recruited to bring 
‘you entertainment and excitement beyond your wildest dreams. 

Buy this title as the first of many to Complete your'tange of Electric Dreams. 

Digital dexterity and devious dedction are only fwo of the skill’ you'll require'when you 
take on the nasty bad men in these two episodes from the world’s most intriguing 

espionage story. 

Spy’s Demise Spy Strikes Back 

Available on Commodore 64 and Atari 

Electric Dreams Limited, Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial Centre, Heneage Street, Birmingham B7 4LY. Telephone: 021-359 3020, Telex: 337268, 



aA AN OL CAE: 

Practical Programming 
in BBC BASIC 

Although BBC BASIC and the 
micro’s built-in assembler 
actively encourage users to not 
only program but program 
easily, there is still a great need 
for books to aid the novice 
programmer. 

A large ‘number of such 
books exist, certainly, but most 
of them probably lie unread 
soon after purchase. To be 
useful, a programming book 
must offer more than a few 
“off the cuff” routines. Hicks? 
book delivers. 
Although it provides a 

collection of programs, these 
are useful as examples — in 
contrast to the more usual 
attempt to include even the 
shortest_ and most boring 
routines in order to proclaim 
“over 100 programs!” or 
whatever on the cover. None of 
the programs are worth buying 
the book for, however, but 
serve as examples of 
programming as a series of 
problems to be solved. 

Designing a program has to 
begin on paper — working out 
the steps to a solution is vital 
The “proper” way to do this is 
via flow charts and, despite the 
desire to get working at a 
keyboard, their use is vital to 
save wasted time. Now many 
beginner's books advocate the 
use of flow charts; many show 
how to use them but I don’t 
recall one before that flow 
charted entire programs in 

Price: £6.95 

Publisher: Sigma Press 

Address: 5 Alton Rd, Wilms- 
low, Cheshire SK9 SDY 

detail and tied the actual 
program writing back to the 
chart and the final program 
lines to boxes and flow lines. 
This book takes such an 
approach and it is both interest- 
ing and instructive. 

A flow chart is a visual 
representation of the serial 
execution of instructions — 
each instruction is pointed to 
from boxes via arrows. The 
very act of committing the 
structure to a flow chart 
imposes a certain pattern and 
flow and, of course, this ties in 
very nicely with BBC BASIC’s 
use of procedures. Whilst most 
flow charts in books take the 
form of Initialise 
Ex title 
takes you down to real detail. 
Detail, it need hardly be 
mentioned, that you'll need to 
work out in even the simplest of 
your own programs — nothing 
writes itself! It is helpful, to say 
the least, to see someone take 
you through all the steps in this 
way 

The book also discusses 
formal languages as design aids, 
numerical techniques and turtle 
animation graphics. In short, if 
you want a good solid basis for 
your future programming on 
the BBC, then you could do a 
lot worse than pick this up. 

“Solid’’, though, is a care- 
fully chosen word — the book’s 
style is a little dry and so may be 
suitable only for the more 
mature Beeb owners. Teachers 
in particular, could use ¢ 
book with profit. D.R. 

Spectrum Shadow 
ROM Disassembly 

This explanation of the Sinclair 
ZX Interface 1 ROM follows 
the style of previous Melbourne 
House disassemblies for the 
Sinclair machines, but starts 
with very useful BASIC 
extension routines. They consist 
of a number of machine code 
routines, each of which makes 
up a new BASIC command, 
These include a double POKE, 
POKE strings, memory dump, 
direct EDIT, improved BEEP, 
faster and more complete CAT 
command, pseudo-random file 
handling and adding data to a 
file, Users of serial printers will 
find the extended RS 232 chan- 
nel command will support TAB. 
and comma on the printer and 
provide other useful printer 
commands 

The routines are given as a 
decimal dump with BASIC 
loader, as well as in assembler 
and so can be used by readers 
with no machine code 
knowledge. More ambitious 
programmers will find 
numerous hints in these 
examples for utilising the 
facilities of the Interface 1 
ROM in their own routines 

The disassembly is well 
documented and all the 
instructions are fully addressed, 
It includes network, microdrive 
and RS 232 link routines. The 
11 appendices cover compre- 
hensive indices of ROM 
routines and labels, sorted 
numerically and alphabetically, 
as well as the changes in the 
edition 2 ROM. 

As books of this type go, this 
one is very readable and easy to 
use. It will be of particular 
interest to machine code 
programmers but is worth 
buying simply for the example 
BASIC extensions. 

Price: £8.95 

Publisher: Melbourne House 

Address: Castle Yard House, 
Castle Yard, Richmond TW10 
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The Eureka! prize, a cheque for 
£25,000, has been’ won by a 15 
year old schoolboy, Matthew 
Woodley. 

In order to get to the prize 
Matthew had to complete all the 
parts of the adventure game and 
decipher the clue to find a tele- 
phone number. After dialing 
the number an answering 
machine asked you to explain 
why you had rung. 

It appears that Matthew rang 
the number a few times before 
making his claim for the prize 
but he was quite happy to re- 
ceive his giant cheque from 
Domark's directors Dominic 
Wheatley and Mark Strachan. 

The other 99,999 hopefuls 
who are still playing the ad. 
venture should note that the 
number has now been discon 
nected and there are no second 
prizes on offer. 

es all round — Matthew's cheque 
Domark, 204 Worple Rd, 
London WS20 8PN 

More play less robot and Sharbo which to get Fating the Future 
Scene ne | Well it seems that all your hard work podulad labour sweating it out on paper 

To alleviate the beginning..o _ Re | rounds and in greasy cafes has 
term blues, CGL have some Chri bui £1.99 the been bumping up the coffers of 
natty little robots which double could also make rather sweet | CCR 
as rubbers to erase those in- adornments for the tree According to market research 
vitable mistake carried out by Mintel publ 
Nemes a CTE | tions the £100 million computer 

(now U a name to conjure Loughton, Essex IGTO 2RR games market is definitely on wilh) “abs. sm, (WOSolouE Aree the increase with 17 million 
units expected to have been sold 

™ by the end of 1985. 
However, as we all know all 

good things come to an end and 
the incredible boom in sales is 
expected to level out in the next 
two years and with fewer soft- 
ware publishers dominating the 
market, 

In contrast video games sales 
have nearly halved from 46 
million to £25 million in 1984 
and are expected to fall to £16 
million by the end of the year. 

Discs will be the medium of 
the future and the trade up 
from cassette recorders to dise 
drives will be inevitable. The 
trend towards more sophisti 
ted, powerful machines is also a 
natural progression as users 

games’ capabilities. 
AS enforced ielsure time 

grows with unemployment, TV 
mes are going to be with us a 

long time, and hopefully the 
nature of games playing will 

tive — rather than simply time- 
filling. 

tic stationery from CGL HOME COMPUTING W 



Food for thought 
As we all know marketers are 
well-practised in designing a 
consumer to suit his product 
Working on the principle that 
“most people associated with 
computers are lean, hungry go- 
getters" Nigel Murphy of 3M 
has included a free copy of 
Egon Ronay’s “‘Just a Bite’’ to 
anyone who buys two 10-disc 
boxes of 3.5 inch and $.25 inch 
diskettes. 

There are bytes and bites. . . 
No doubt ne) 

free copies of * 
to counteract the ef 
over-gourmandisin 

year will bring 
‘ight the Flab” 

cts of 

3M, 3M Hse, Bracknell, Berks 
RG12 IU. 

Ht 
ae 

More MSX users 
User groups and clubs mag 
azines seem to be the growth 
areas of the home computer 
scene this summer and news has 
just reached us of a new club 
for MSX use 

Simpson has started 
MSX Club" and offers a 

whole series of services to its 
members including newsletters, 

nbership kits, games tips, 
competitions, news and many 
others. 

The membership fee is £3 per 
year and this includes the 
Tegular magazine mailing 
Further details can be obtained 
from Lee at the address given 
below 

Also on the MSX. scene we 
hear that MSX User the 
monthly magazine published by 
Argus Specialist Publications 
will cease to be published with 
the October issue. We hope that 
MSX users who used to contri- 
bute programs and letters to the 
magazine will consider sending 
them to HCW as we do like to 
offer MSX content from time to 
time. 

MSX Club, Lee Simpson, 3 May 
Fair Place, Tuxford, Newark, 
Notts NG22 0JD 
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lympia was turned into 
a vast launch-pad for 
software and amid the 

hyperbole that forms such an 
important part of —launch- 
manship it was difficult to tell 
the potential high flyers from 
the nose divers. 
have something to launch and, 
in keeping with tradition, many 
games promised for the show 
were in varying stages of un- 
readyness. The answer here for 
the experienced software house 
is to rapidly delaunch the game 
and herald it triumphantly as a 
preview 

So here is the alphabetical 
lowdown on the software show- 
down at PCW. 

* Activision, not content with 
unveiling their new range of 
games also took the wraps off 
their newly spawned software 
offshoot, Electric Dreams. The 
independent label had their first 
three releases up for public 
ogling and the stand-out was I, 
Of the Mask, by Sandy WI 
author of Ant Attack. Hi 
surreal, featuring much flying 
through the eyes of an Easter 
Island style statue and using 3D 
graphics, 1, Of the Mask will be 
released October for the 
Spectrum, price £9.95. 

Also available in October for 
the Spectrum is Winter Sports, 
a simulation of nine events — 
price £9.95. The first Electric 
Dreams product to become 
available will be Riddler’s Den, 
an arcade strategy game due for 
release in late September. 
* Of Activision’s new releases 
the eye catching Ballblazer was 
attracting a lot of attention and 
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the high-speed futuristic game 
should be available for a wide 
range of machines in 
November, 

icker, intriguing pro- 
gram that sets you the task of 
finding what on earth you have 
got yourself into when con- 
fronted by the words “Logon 
please" seems bound to appeal 
to the repressed hacker. This 
“what system have I stumbled 
into game,” should be available 
for C64, Spectrum and Am- 
strad at the end of September. 
*The scenario of Little 
Computer People Research 
Project casts you as a micro- 
anthropologist studying the 
domesticated humans who have 
made their home inside your 
computer. With his tongue 
thrust into his cheek, Gregg 
Fischbach, Activision President 
said, "We are marketing this as 
a piece of important research." 
Watch out around the begin- 
ning of December for The 
Eiderion and Koronis Rift two 
further games from the Lucas- 
films stable that produced 
Rescue on Fractalus and 
Ballblazer. 
* Not to be outdone Alligata 
were also showcasing a protege 
company, the budget label 
Budgie. "New games from 
Alligata itself included Show 
Jumping for the C64 and 
Spectrum, Alkahera, a 3D 
space simulation for the 
Amstrad, Shoot Em Up, 
blasting away imminently on 
the C64 and Atari and Quiz 
Quest with a 1000 question quiz 
on a multitude of topics for the 
Spectrum, Amstrad and BBC. 

* Adventure International 

were publi a new graphic 
adventure called Seas of Blood, 
aid 10 feature a new comba 

* An new cittalogue in 
cludes Trivia UK, the computer 

the board game 
its available for 

the C64 and Amstrad 
Software 

ht new vames with 
Aitles from Quicksilva, Mind 
Games and Lothlorien, Mind 

nes, Evil Crown is a 
medieval power struggle in 
which the player has to expand 
the borders of his kingdom, 
keep down the serfs, amass & 
fortune and prove himself a dats 
hand at jousting. The icon 
driven game retaily at £9,99 Tor 
the C64 and Spectrum 

Arena, Lothlorien’s latest 
combat ‘simulation set_ on 
futuristic battleground , the 
game which incorporates vector 
graphics in the tank battle 
Sequences is available for C64. 
Spectrum and. Amstrad at the 
end of September price £9.95 
* Audiogenic known up to now 
as Commodore: specialists are 
diversifving. On show was the 
new Spectrum version of 
Graham Gooch’'s Test Cricket 
ay well as games for Amstrad, 
BBC, Electron 
from Icon software 

and Contraption tame. 
* One company determined not 
to be missed was Ariolasoft 
who had rigged up a wall of 36 

» sercens to display extracts 
from their 15 imminent releases 
and preview tasters of a whole 

of games scheduled for 
¢ later in Autumn, Featur 

ly was Skyfox, Ariola. 
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BE * Chess specialists CP Software 
Ty introduced 3-D Voice Ch 

Ream the Amstrad which features 
\1 é REISE software generated speech 
| by PPS Met output and 3-D graphics. In the | duration 

ERSTE next few weeks CP will be re- | atmosphe 
s Festival Pier. Old § leasing 3-D Superchess 4.00 and 

Supereode for the Amstrad 
* Bladerunner — a forthcoming 
game from CRL was on 

Spy vs Spy: The 
Island Caper following up Spy 
vs Spy, The Island Caper w 

crime adventure using loc 
on London’s South Bank will 
be available for the Spectrum 

PCW but chose to launch thei 
game Old. Scores, erro- 

neously called South Bank in 
last weeks HCW — during it’s 

the less. frenzied 
of the Thameside 

ons 

EIS show for the first time along} £6.95 and C64 and Amstrad 
C64. AV ‘ with the Amstrad version of the | £7.95. Also on show was a 

racing game Formula One shed version of Global’s The 
O * Domark had Codename Mat | Magician's Ball. 

|e the B S I making its debut at their bird were previewing their 
| \ FNM stand. The space adventure sub- rum version of Elite now 
} ofticia 1 IAA titled Alien Termination (need al stages of conversion 
| tn I Tm we say more?) is available on ame will cost £14.9: 
| pai ASK. I Spectrum, C64 and Amstrad | Also available shortly will be an 
it So) te (£8.95) with disc versions for | Amstrad version of the cult 
| ‘ TMESETSR the Amstrad and C6410 follow. | game for £14.95 and £17.95 

t W OMB © Among the hundred or so 
| ih titles confidently predicted to be conversion 
| educational so BOM a surefire No 1 at Christmas by 

\ iis makers was Fairlight from | available in the next fortnight 
pat t iy The Edge. The 3D graphic ad- | according to a Firebird spokes- 

f venture is available on the | man. 
Bus were show Spectrum. It was also revealed that Fire- 

*Gaming for Enterprise | bird intend to drop the price of 
their Silver 
£1.99 effec 

owners took a leap forward as 
35 new titles were announced 

pe will for the machine. A selection of 
leading titles include, Wizards 

* Hub 
Quake to tf 

| 
| Lair, Beach Head, "Mordens 

label are three 
Caverns of Eriban 

e5, 

ange from £2.50 to, 
ve from October 

Ist. Coming soon on the Silver 
Spike, 

and Super 
Rider. Meanwhile on the new Pea) Quest, Lands of Havoc, Nodes 

" SMMIESIE of Yesod, Dr Strangeloop and | Super Silver label, Firebird were 
Snooker [Be Sorcery. One of the new | showing Thunderbirds and 

the Seventh Seal is the 
first to be specifically written 
for the Enterprise 128. 
Global Software weren't at 

1 release 
on the bone china 
compatible with 
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Willow Pattern (shouldn't it be 
label?) 

Amstrad, 
Spectrum and C64, The price of 
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as + 

the Super Silver range is still to 
be announced. 
* Interceptor Micro’s were 
showing off Warlord, their new 
graphical adventure for the 
Amstrad. The Celts versus 
Romans game costs £8.95 
* Level Nine were previewing 
‘The Worm in Paradise the final 
part of the Silicon Dream 
trilogy. following Snowball and 
Return to Eden. 
*Batalyx is Llamsoft’s latest 
game. Written by Jeff Minter it 
comprises of six sub games 
making up what is described as 

fa 
COOL 7 

an “integrated suite’. For the 
C64, Batalyx costs £9.95. A 
compilation entitled Yak's 
Progress featuring eight Jeff 
Minter games from 
Gridrunner to Ancipital will be 

available in the near future. 
* Martech were showing three 
programs about the universe 
and the strange life forms that 
inhabit it. The Planets is based 
on the forthcoming TV. series 
about our neighbours in the 
solar system. Martech’s Zoids 
— The Battle is set on a planet a 
million miles away where the 
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mechanical monsters fight it out 
to the death. Zoids costs £7.95 
on cassette for the Spectrum 
and £8.95 for other leading 
machines. 

Geoff Capes, of course is a 
life form peculiar to earth and 
he was at the show to publicise 
the Strongman Challenge game 
he has endorsed. Available in 
October, for a wide range of 
machines it costs £7.95-£8.95. 
* The Mastertronic Stand was 
attracting hordes of gamers 
wanting to sign on the dotted 
line to join the new Tronix club. 
Colin Johnson of Mastertronix 
estimates there are now over 
2000 members. 
Melbourne 

presenting the 
House 

first 
were 

public 

es 

showing of Lord of the Rings 
the follow up to the Hobbit. 
Lord of the Rings will be 
available for the C64, Spec- 
trum, Amstrad and’ BBC. 
Coming some time before 
Christmas is the game tipped by 
Melbourne to emulate the 

s of the Way of The 
ing Fist. 

Fighting Warrior, for the 
Spectrum and C64 will be a 
quest arcade game set in 
Ancient Egypt. The hero has to 
save the beautiful princess from 
being buried alive and 
fight his way through the 
passages of the sacred pyramid 
to get to the inner sanct 
face the pyramids 

, Pindall 



SIeEACir 

protector. Judging by the 
combat sequences previewed at 
PCW, the game will be of great 
appeal to those suffering from 
joystick cramp playing Explo- 
ding Fist. 

Melbourne House has also 
announced that it has secured 
the rights to the cartoon hero 
Asteryx and the moustachioed 
hero will be appearing on 
Spectrum and C64 in the run up 
to Christmas. 
* Mirrorsoft were hot on TV 
connections with their stand 
being visited by Blue Peter and 
Video and Chips and their First 
Steps with the Mr Men person- 
ified by cuddly replicas of the 
same, One of their most instruc- 
tive contributions to the market 

Fleet Street Editor was on show 
— demonstrating how you can 
produce your own newspapers 
and newsletters. The Mr Men 
range looked a lot of fun with 
colour and co-ordination 
playing a major part of both 
games, 

The good news for Amstrad 
and Atari arcade fanatics was 
that Boulder Dash is now 
available for their machines and 
can plan strategically to their 
hearts content, 
© Ocean certainly seemed to be 
enamoured of the macho male 
with Daley Thompson's 
Supertest for the Spectrum just 
released, at £6.95 and previews 
of their Christmas games 
Rambo First Blood Part Il, 

iret Hawk, Knight Rider and 
'V"" all echoing the sentiment 

of survival of the fittest. 
Continuing the trend of 

licensing, established by 
Frankie goes to Hollywood's 
rock bonanza, Ocean's The 
Neverending Story for the CBM 
64 at £9.95 will be released later 
in September. 
* Unfortunately one of the ex- 
pected highlights of the show, 
the Mikro-Gen Plus was not 
ready for public view. The new 
interface that expands the 
Spectrums memory by almost 
50 per cent is expected to be 
ady very shortly. The fi 

game to feature the Mikro Gen 
Plus will be the multi role 
fantasy adventure Shadow of 
the Unicorn, which complete 
with a book will retail at £14.95. 
* Novagen were featuring their 
new epic space adventure 

just after PCW, 1 ly 
able for the C64 and Atari 
(£9.95 and £12.95 for the 
version) Spectrum and Amstrad 
versions are expected in 
November. 
© Orpheus were previewing the 
Young Ones game and showing 
the finished version of Tujad 
available now for the Spectrum 
price £8.95. 
* US Gold proved to be one of 
the premier attractions for 
gamers. Previewing were The 
Goonies based on Steven 
Speilberg’s latest film, Their 
two mega follow ups Summer 
Games II and Beach Head Il 
were also attracting avid atten-, 
tion. US Gold were emphasising 
their support of the Atari with 
over 30 titles in their range, for 
the machine. 

Other games on the way from 
US Gold include some well 
known names such as Donald 
Duck, Kermit and Zorro. 
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SPECTRUM UTILITY 

TEXT EFFECTS 

If you thought your Spectrum was 
forever confined to 32 x 24 lines, think 
again. Neil Christie's program gives 

you those extra columns 

This small is beautiful utility for 
the Spectrum enables you to 
achieve a 29 x 64 line text. Some 
said it couldn't be done. Find 
out for yourself with a listing 
that expands the choice of text 
for your Spectrum. 

How it works 
10-140 demonstration lines 
9000-9300 main loop 
990.9994 stored data for char. 

acters 

Variables 
28 character array 

x$" one letter or number of 2S(n) 
GF loop variables 
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cross-channel, 
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fter a brief release for 
me to go on holiday 
ind some sunshine, I'm 

back here, in the dark, damp 
dungeon at the bottom’ of the 
hideously evil Argus Press 
Towers. This week I will be 
concentrating mainly on your 
adventure problems, along with 
a few short reviews. But first, 
the good news. 

Adventure international are 
currently converting the-entire 
range of Scott Adams adven- 
tures for the popular home 
micros, At the moment Al only 
sell Atari and Acorn versions, 
but soon Spectrum, Amstrad 
and CBM owners will be able to 
pit their wits against-the most 
devious of puzzles. Mt will be a 
little while yet however; it's no 
small task, since the Al team 
have to, add new graphics. as 
well, and new releases such as 
Robin of Sherwood naturally 
take precedence, 

Back to the present. Phineas 
Frogg is an” “‘educational”™ 
adventure from” Mirrorsoft, 
written by Widgit, l'myoften a 
bit_dubious of ‘such games 
because they canbe really 
tacky, just’ simple adventures 
with “the educational, value 
conting\from ‘mapping skills’ 
Phingas Frogé is anything but, 
being both, fun_and.seful, 
although it/bears a rather close 
relationship to Creative Sparks 
educational Danger Mouse 
adventure. 

The frog of the title»is”a 
secret agent, and-tiis task is.to 
fescue Professor’ Mole~ from 
LOTH,| which starids for’ the 

Secret Lair Of The Terrible 
Hamsters, An excellent manual 
is included which sets the scene 
in tongue-in-cheek style, and a 
useful hint sheet is enclosed in 
an. envelope) marked “Top 
Secret’. A good. idea for 
children-who may be inexperi- 
ented with. the typeof: thinking, 
Tequired for adventures: 

The player moves around the 
locations, -which-are_all-well 
described-and each have a good 
illustrating —graphics by 
choosing-options—from a 
numbered menus Often there is 
animation of Phineas hopping 
from place to place. The 
adventure will demand quite a 
lot of deduction from the 
player, although the fact that 
the possible options are 
presented obviously makes 
things easier. 

As well as the adventure there 
are mini-arcade and strategy 
games built in, like a Frogger 
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SPECTRUM 

wo 

After a few days in the sun Peter 

oO 

Iwo Games on One Cassette 

Sweasey and his diminutive helper are 
back in the dungeon and hard at work, 

keep sending them your pleas for 
help and offers of lifelines 

variant, a car driving game-af 
a block sliding puzzle. All of 
these are well programmed, 
with smooth moving graphics. 
One feature | particularly liked 
isthe way that the time; taken 
for the player to reach a 
strategy game affedts its 
difficulty. Thus bright /players 
are still presented With a 
challenge. 

One majorquibble is that 
owhere-on-the packaging. is. a 
Tecommiended-age Tange-given, 
and the fact that this is-aimed at 
children is-hardiy-mentioned=-t 
also think:that an inventory kev? 
should have been added, 
because sometiities the child can 
lose track of what is being 
carried. Overall, a good buy for 
under elevens. 

I recently found some budget 
games called Double Play 
Adventures in my local 
software shop. Two games for 
£1.99 cannot be a total rip-off 1 
thought, so 1 bought one. 
Number seven, of about ten, 

contains The/ Hexagonal 
Museum, whiclt has you trying 
to steal the Star of India ‘gem 
from a museum, \like-in the 
opening of a Pink Panther film; 
and A Tangled Tale, which is a 
fantasy adventure based on the 
writings of Lewis Carroll, and 
involves solving codes and a lot 
of lateral thinking. It came as 
ho surprise to me that they are 
‘written. with\ version A Quill, 
and falllinto many of the traps 
T've~previously-outlines about 
‘Quill games. 

However, fof only a pound 
€ach,-some adventurers may be 
Satisfied, particularly” with A 
Tangled ‘Tale. If 1 manage to 
track down the manufacturers 
I'll review the whole series; or 
perhaps some HCW readers 
have bought some, and can 
send in their comments. If you 
have, write to the address at the 
end of Ventures. 

A quick reminder, however, 
that the best Budget adventures 
are the superb Games Without 



Frontiers series from 8th Day. 
If you have £1.75 to spend I 
strongly urge you to buy Faerie 
of Quann Tuila. You won't be 
disappointed! 

Phineas Frogg 

Price: £7.95 

Publisher: Mirrorsoft 

Address: Holborn Circus, Lon- 
don ECIP 1DQ 

SPECTRUM 

Double Play Adventure 

Price: £1.99 

Publisher: Double Play Advéh= 
ture 

Address: Ay: 
ware stockists 

ble fxm, Soft 

SPECTRUM nh 
ee 

Games Withdut Froptiers 

Price: £1.75 

Publisher: 8th Day 

Addregs: 18Flaxhill, Moreton, 
Wirral e46 7UH 

Helpline 
A brand new section to the 
helpline later, but first some 
more reader questions. An 
adventurer called Yui writes 
from Poole in Dorset about 
Adventure International's ever 
popular Hulk. He wants to 
know how to lift the ring, and 
escape from the underground 
room. Similar solutions both 
times actually. You need to 
REMEMBER NIGHTMARE 
in certain areas. This makes you 
super strong for a few moves. 
Pulling the ring will partly 
answer the second part; scratch 
about a bit too, and eat raw egg 
to stop yourself being blown 
up. 

John Wilson noticed a 
mistake in some Heroes Of 
Karn hints I gave a little while 

back — probably a gremlin 
from the following paragraph, 
he suggests. Anyway, you need 
the dagger to kill the pirate, not 
the bottle, John also gives some 
tips for the popular arcventure 
Tir Na Nog. One of the quest 
objects is Dagda’s Cauldron, 
which is located in Ceardach 
Calum. Enter through a back 
door of the Slige Warrensy 
using a Daisy. To pass the €aye 
wights, carry a gem of thesame 
colour as the cave, afid.¢Olleave 
the library, becomes am art 
lover! And’ if, Ake: (Mey 
really hate thgsésidhe, 
34202, -0, on the Speetritnt 
version. <Weill have’ some 
slightly{More np to-date! hints 
fof.Dum Darech if a ming) 
issue, 
NG Marshall netdnétp-in, 

Interceptoe’s \Jittle known 
Poken, EPrail in fact, | Rah 
fo 'uliandiones abiJnter- 
ef, this one, becaise 1 
had never heatd of it. Stilly¥ou 
ined to take the sword fromthe 
princess im the castle,theay 
‘providing Tiave “enought 

‘Kill tn wakes 

Now, hew _seeuon/ | 
promised: Jt is — facfire please 
— Maze Conper (massive cheer 
from millions Of peoplé)s have 

iked diaeest> they Xon’t 
they justislow down 
frasteate him or her 
stop the player's 

e3$.\ 1?) YOU agree thest 
Heep an Veye son Ventures, 
because evéryicoldmn fropr now 
On We will 68 \guidine-—you 
Aifibigh~ some of -thé-most 
Tamousand most “difficult 
mazes, 

“Tie most /obvions gamento 
start | with is) Colossal 
Advepfurey To find the vending 
machine in the maze.of twisty) 
tunnélslall“different, go S, 
CLIMB E¢E, and thento return: 
go, then UPS To: find the 
Safidiviches, go S three times, 
then North back to the small 
buildings 

Freddie Still from London Et 
cannot’ finda bayonet in 
Célditz. You need to make it, 
using @ dagger and rifle. To find 
the dagger, go, from the castle 
sewer: E,N,E,WE, then to 
‘return go WEST. You will need 
10 sharpen it. 

Finally in Maze Corner this 
sitive; help with Mikro-Gen’s 
brillige Witch's Cauldron, 
ffonvVentures regular John 
Rundie™"From the workshop: 
OPEN DOOR, S,5,E,E,S,W, 
W,S,E,N, where you will find 

thellarge “key, then W,N,E.N, 
Yesthe'Bast door) Mapping that 
jot must Haye been fun! John 
adds that he would recommend. 
Witch's Cauldron to anyone, 
saying that it is “interesting 
with good and fast graphics’. 1 
or , 90 here are some more 

‘8. In the mouse trap, ask for 
what you want, The’ devil's 
number is triple six, and the 
assistants name is right in front 
ai. Ignore the soot, but 
Jogk in, under and on top of; 

amine everything, and use 
HELP. frequently, Crush the 
snails ‘shells with the pestle: 

so you caf 20 to un 
Mote hint§ soon. 

Atitelé cheat here for anyone 
Who “bought The Sandman 
Cometh by Sta Dreams. If you 
Baventt solved Part one yet, 
neyérjmind, justload side two. 
When it asks for a ticket 
nuniber, press STOP. Then, 
type GOTO 100, LOOK to 
start the adventhre proper — or 
you could ook through the 
listing. The competition sound- 
ed imteTeSting’— spot the names 

‘Of software companies! 
Texas owner Mark McGurn 

i haying problems with Savage 
Island 1. Theknife and block at 
the botfomeof the lake can be 
swarti-dowit, fo — but don’t 
forget 10 “hold your breath! 

‘Once yotrhave the block, take it 
through sgamething and there 
will be light! 

I have a request for help with 

Zim Zala Bim. Can anyone tell 
Peter Harrison how to get into 
the palace? Sadly, I never 
managed to get hold of this one. 

Simon Pick from Cornwall 

cannot find the micro-battery in 
Artic's Ship Of Doom. You 
needto. wear the spectacles, if 1 
emmember. rightly, In the same 
game, BillWhite of Belfast 
feaninot WOFk out the button 
order, — ask the computer for 
help with tha 

Finally, a few quick hints for 
Runestone, originally from 
Games Workshop but now 
being published by Firebird. At 
thes start of the game, take 
Morval to Loravel’s fortress, 
once you have the sword, ask 
Lissa to give you help — and 
her coin, You can use this 
10 buy ale and bread from 
Maladron the merchant later. 
Later on in the game, and the 
following bit is written back- 
wards so it doesn’t spoil the 
enjoyment of people who may. 
read it accidentally, ssertrof 
s'rimodroK dnuora’ raef fo 
niatruc cht syortsed, snoinap- 
moc eetht eht fo eno yb nrow 
nehw, gnir revlis eht. (Start 
ading backwards at the end of 

that sentence), More hints for 
this wonderful game next time. 

That just about wraps it up 
for this time, Remember, 1 can 
help you with adventures by 

Level 9, Interceptor, 
Scott Adams and more, Try me. 
Whenever possible, 1 give a 

onal reply, although, this 
imes takes a little time. 

Don’t forget, I want to see your 
solutions and comments on 
adventures as well. Happy 
venturing! 

Write to: Peter Sweasey, Ven- 
tures, Home Computing 
Weekly, No.1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. 
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RON COMPLEX 

on felt Lieutenant Pyth- 
agoras's grip tighten on 
his shoulder and in turn 

he clamped his fist more firmly 
round the collar of the figure in 
black seated at the computer 
keyboard in front of him. 
“Okay lieutenant it’s 
move,” said Ron. 
“Let’s take a little walk.” 
murmured the lieutenant. 

Lieutenant Pythagoras yank- 
ed Ron backwards and . the 
figure in black was pulled to his 
feet. ‘Take it nice and slowly," 
said the lieutenant. ‘You at the 
front, I want you to walk to the 
door and proceed to the lift.”” 

As the three of them walked 
along the corridor still in a 
shoulder gripped mode, Ron 

your 

felt the lead man_ getting 
decidedly twitchy. ‘I think he’s 
going to make a run for it,”” 
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dreaded Logic Sq 
grilling in this all chills, all spills 
episode of our multi-million dollar 

budget serial 

Ron Complex falls into the hands of the 
wad and faces a 

said Ron. “Stay with him,” 
said the voice behind him. The 
man in black took off at high 
speed and the trio careered 
along like a high speed conga- 
line buffeting into the walls as 
they went round a corner. “I 
could try tripping him,” 
shouted Ron. “Do it,” said the 
lieutenant.” 

Ron brought the man_in 
black down with a crunching 
slide tackle and they collapsed 
ina writhing heap. The man in 
black was the first up, Ron saw 
him escaping down the corridor 
and noticed that he was wearing 
one brown brogue and a red 
slip-on sandal. “I’d know that 
footwear anywhere,” thought 

yell, well it's Dr 

Lieutenant Pythagoras frog- 
marched Ron through the 

building, as they passed by 
empty offices Ron saw that 
every monitor screen was lit up 
and text was filling the screens 
at an incredible rate, 
“Could we just take a look at 
this before you grill me.” asked 
Ron, 
“Okay but make it snappy,” 
said the lieutenant, 

Ron stared at the screen, the 
message began, “This entire 
system has been fitted with a 
random code word generator at 
RO expense to your company. 
The RCGW changes the entry 
word for your system once 
every few seconds giving you 
full and infallible protection 
from prying eyes and also from 
yourself 
“We do hope that the RCWG. 
renders your system completely 
inoperable, Here are just a 
selection of the infinite number 
of codewords that you will 
never be able to use.... banani 
giraffe, coldstream guard, 
dental floss...” 

The list continued, "I've seen 
enough,” said Ron, “I hope 
you've got in some extra light- 
bulbs just in case I don’t crack 
too easy." 

Ron sat in the interrogation 
room at Logic Squad head- 
quarters, his eyes were slowly 
adjusting to the bright light that 
was shining straight into his 
face. 
“Let's try it again Complex. 
What were you doing on the 
sixth floor of the Amalgamated 
Consolidated building?” 
“That's some wattage your 
lamp is using up,” said Ron 
“Your electricity bill must be a 
nightmare.”” 
“Cut the cracks Complex. All 
right, if x = 1 and y = 7, what 
is z in the equation 4x - I2y x z 

377” 
don’t know 

“Inability to solve_a simple 
algebra problem. That's six 
months in the Scrubs, Complex, 
under the Difficult Sums Law 
of 1991." 
“What? 
“Pll ask you some easier ones if 
you tell me what you were doing 
and who you are working for.”” 
“Can it Pythagoras, my 
memory is almost as bad as my 
maths.”” 

The Lieutenant leant forward 
with his fist clenched, The bulb 
in the lamp went and the room 
went black. ‘Hey Comple: 
said a voice in the darkness, 
you got a match?” 
Next week: Grilled to a turn. 



1 believe, a battle 
ct going on between 

idd Valley Micro Products 
and Kempston Micro¢lectronics 
over the right to produce and 
sell peripherals with a slow 
motion feature. So, we thought 
we'd have another look at the 
product that started the slow 
motion race, the Slomo unit 
from Nidd Valley. 

The Slomo consists of an 
edge connector unit (with a 
through port in the rear to allow 
joystick interfaces etc. to be 
used simultaneously), from 
which a length of fairly heavy- 
duty wire extends, connecting it 
to a small hand held unit. On 
this hand unit are two buttons 
(on/off and freeze frame), a 
small L.E.D. indicating 
whether the Slomo is on or off, 
and a dial that controls the 
speed at which the Spectrum 
screen display is “‘refreshed”’. 

It is this last feature that 
produces the slow motion effect 
and which allows you to slow 
down the action on all 
Spectrum programs (there are 
versions of the Slomo for a 
number of other machines, 
though certain programs on 

Sh 

some machines may be un- 
affected by it). 

The most obvious use of the 
Slomo jis just to slow down 
some of those frantic, panic 
inducing arcade games so that 
you don’t get blasted to bits 
within seconds of loading them, 
Then, as you become used to 
playing the games at slow 
speeds you can increase the 
speed until you're ready to take 
on any alien around, and zap 
them before they zap you. 

However, 1 did find an 
interesting ‘use for the Slomo 
that wasn't simply restricted to 
increasing your hi-scores. I was 
playing Knight Lore (as usual) 
when it occurred to me to hit 
the freeze frame button just as 1 
moved from one room. into 
another. By doing this and then 
slowly turning up the speed 
dial, I was able to watch as the 
new room was slowly built up 
on the screen and overlaid onto 
the previous room. This process 
turned out to be quite fascina- 
ting, and when I tried it out 
with some other games it was 
interesting to compare the 
techniques used by authors to 
produce their screen displays. If 

you're at all interested in 
machine code, then just 
watching this process would 
probably be interesting for the 
techniques it reveals. 

Similarly, the Slomo's 
instructions contain a short 
program for printing numbers 
onto the screen, and using the 
Slomo at very low speeds 
revealed how the Spectrum 
builds up characters on screen, 
which is useful to see if you're 
at all interested in the inner 
workings of the machine. 

I'm not sure that I can 
recommend the Slomo as 
absolutely essential peripheral 
in the way that, say, a joystick 
probably is. But if what I've 
said about it appeals to you, 
then why not try it? It's a well 
constructed device, simple to 
use, and reasonably good value 
for ‘money. Cay 

Price: £14.95 

Publisher: Nidd Valley Micro- 
products 

Address: Stepping Stones Hse, 
Thistle Hill, Knaresborough, N 

= 
Ss 
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Kareteka 
This must surely be the ultimate 
in animation on the C64. The 
movements of the karate 
fighters are extremely realistic 
and the inclusion of a narrative 
cartoon adds to the realism, 

You play the role of a master 
of the art of karate, Karateka, 
whose task is to rescue Princess 
Marika from the clutches of the 
evil Lord Akuma. She is 

prisoned in the deepest 
dungeon of his castle which is 
perched on top of a cliff and 
guarded by his best troops. 

The story starts with the 
imprisonment of the princess 
and this gives a taste of the 
quality of the game’s visuali 
tion. After the scene is set in 
this way the next part of the 
game is loaded. This is a feature 
of the game, each section of the 
castle is stored seperately on 
tape and loaded as required. 
The sections do not take long to 
speed load and I found the 
system relatively easy to use. 

‘The game starts as you climb 
over the top of the cliff to be 
faced with the first palace 
guard. As guards go he is not 
the most agile of people and 
does not pose too much of a 
problem. On entering the castle 
grounds you must then tackle 
more guards as you fight your 
way across the courtyard and 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Suite 105/6 Asphalte 
Hse, Palace St, London SWIE 
SHS 
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into the palace buildings. 
One inside the door closes 

behind you and you must fight 
hard not to be pushed back 
against it, making an easy target 
for your adversaries. 

The karateka has two modes 
of readiness. To advance 
quickly he can run but if you 
meet an enemy while off your 
guard in this way, he will fell 
you with one sharp blow and 
you have to reload the game 
and start from the beginning, 
The best tactic is to drop into 
the fighting mode at the last 
possible moment, thereby 
maximising your advance and 
reducing the time it takes to 
clear each section and the 
number of guards met on the 
way. 

You must also be on your 
guard against the unexpected 
because there are several extra 
problems to be overcome. 
Attacks by Akuma’s trained 
eagle and learning how to pass a 
lethal bamboo portcullis or an 
apparently impassable doorway 
to name but three. 

The moves of your player are 
limited to high, iow and middle 
chops and kicks, and the 
additional problems presented 
in the game, with the superb 
quality of the animation makes 
this stand out as the best karate 
simulation game currently avail- 
able. .D. 

C64 

Schizofrenia 
This game is well named 
because I’m in two minds about 

Although I love the idea 
bel and the quality of the 
graphics and sound, I find it 
extremely difficult to play. 

The plot follows the story of 
Alphonse T, Nurd who, like the 
Sorceror’s Apprentice, cannot 
settle in his humdrum life and 
fiddles about with his master’s 
latest gadget. This has the 
unfortunate effect of splitting 
Al’s personality so completely 
that two of him exist at the 
same time, 

All is determined to do 
something to correct the 
unfortunate situation while Al2 
tries to be as awkward and 
obnoxious as possible. If you 
buy this game be careful 
because if the two Als meet then 
evil Al gives good Al a swift 
kick across the shins. 

The game has five scenarios 
but since I couldn’t get past the 
first I can’t say a lot about 
those. No doubt someone at 
Quicksilva knows the secret but 
I enjoyed just wandering 
around having Al2 undo every- 
thing I made All do in his 
attempt to save himselves! 

A strange game but at least it 
displays a sense of humour. 
Even the cassette insert is 
schitzoid, 4G. 

Price: £7.99 

Publisher: Quicksilva 

Address: 222 Regent St, Lon- 
don WIR 7DB 

{in x 
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Chop Suey 
If the idea of beating the living 
daylights out of some poor 
defenceless opponent appeals to 
you, then try a different game. 
The computer controlled player 
here is definitely not helpless. 

After the first three levels, 
this martial arts game really 
picks up. All movements are 
controlled by the joystick and 
can take some geting used to, 
so it is worth practising on a 
“dummy” opponent before 
taking on the computer. 

The action takes place in a 
colourful. but rather dull 
setting. The two fighters 
compete in a shaded rectangular 
box in the middle of the screen 
watched by a small audience 
The colour of the box changes 
to indicate when a new level has 
been reached. This is achieved 
by pounding your opponent 
until his residual pain level is 

igh enough to make him 
submit within the three minutes 
allotted to each bout 

The sound effects are quite 
limited, A series of appropriate 
thuds and bleeps accompany 
the fight and a catchy tune plays 
over the title page. 

There are a couple of features 
that I don’t like. First, there is 
no way of selecting a starting 
level, and fighting your way 
through all the levels every time 
rapidly becomes annoying. 
However, my main complaint is, 
that the’ two contestants are 
absolutely identical. In a fast 
and frantic bout itis all too easy 
to lose track of which player 
you are trying to control. This 
problem mars an otherwise very 
playable game. KF. 

Price: £8.95 

Publisher: 
Company. 

English Software 

Address: 1 North Parade, Par- 
sonage Gdns, Manchester M60 
1BX 

Stealth 
When I saw Stealth at the PCW 

Show, I knew I would be 
reviewing it and decided my 
description would be something 
like “Buck Rogers” with knobs 
‘on. However, I've played it now 
and it’s knocked me into the 
2ist Century. 

Thave seen many of these 3-D 
low flying aircraft arcade games 
before but none are as convins 
ing and exciting as this. The 
enemy come right out of the 
screen at you and the speed is 
tremendous. 

As commander of a spac 
ship you watch as your craft 
flies towards the black tower on 
the horizon. This is today's 

target and the enemy are not 
going to let you zoom in like a 

Sunday driver on a spree. Radar 
installations block your path as 
tanks, bunkers and scout planes 
zero in on you, guns blazing. At 
higher levels these are compli- 
mented by amazingly realistic 
guided missiles and fighter 
planes with a smattering of 
volcanoes dotted around the 
landscape 

‘As you fly your energy is 
drained and must be replenished 
by flying through positive 
energy clouds but there are also 
negative clouds which will sap 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Suite 105/6 Asphalte 
Hse, Palace St, London SWIE 
SHS 

your power supply if you fly too 
near. 

The) graphics are really 
convincing and I feel that this is 
the definitive version of this 
type of game. Especially worthy 
of “mention are the missiles 
which seem to grow in size as 
they approach. A growth which 
builds as smoothly as the screen 
scrolls ever outward 

As you approach your objec- 
tive the distance is indicated on 
the screen and you have three 
chances to reach it. Now the 
action becomes exceptionally 
hairy as you try to keep the 
tower in your sights while 
avoiding the enemy attacks by 
weaving to and fro. Success is 
rewarded with the sight of the 
tower exploding and you watch 

as your craft zooms off 
impressively into the distance 
and swings upward into the sky. 

The opening screen gives the 
scoring system and also allows 
you to select any of the first 
three screens. Although 1 
originally thought that the first 
two were exceptionally 
challenging, the third screen is a 
challenge and a half and I've yet 
to complete the fourth 
Evidently the bunkers change at 
level five so you'll have to 
excuse me I must be off on my 
next mission. E.D. 

Comatose 
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The Castles of Doctor 
Creep 

Doctor Creep has 13 castles and 
they provide an intellectual 
touch to the normal ladders and 
platform games which litter the 
software market at the moment. 

Each castle is a puzzle which 
has to be solved before you can 
reach the exit, Most of the 
rooms can be opened by 
pressing the doorbell outside 
but some are locked and the key 
must be recovered. To do this 
you must brave the perils of 
lightning machines, force fields, 
trapdoors, moving walkways, 
and ray guns. Mummies and 
Frankenstein mor 
their tombs waiting 

it ying life. 
Alll of these hazards have to 

be controlled or contained ii 
some way so that a pathway is 
created to reach the keys and 
find the exit. To solve each 
castle you must explore every 
room because although the 
solution lies in a particular 
room, it can only be achieved 
by returning to various 
platforms from other rooms. 

If the two players option is 
selected they) must work in 
conjunction with each other 
unless they want to enjoy chaos. 
A partly completed game can be 
saved to tape, 

The only qualm that 1 have 
about this game is what to do 
with it when the castles have 
been explored, perhaps some 
sort of game generator would 
have given it a more lasting 
appeal. IG. 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Ariolasoft 

Address: Suite 105/6 Asphalte 
Hse, Palace St, London SWIE 
SHS 

Vortron is a game that requires 
quite a lot of careful manoeuy- 
ering if you are to succeed in 
mastering it. As play is only 
controlled by using the joystick 
you will also need a good steady 
hand. 

‘The screen contains a small 
planet in the centre. You may 
move anywhere around this and 
fire at the invading aliens. The 
gravity of the planet causes 
your missiles to constantly 
move towards the centre of the 
screen. Unfortunately it does 
not have any effect on your 
movement, it could be fun if it 
did though! 

The aliens come in various 
shapes and sizes and move in 
different strategic patterns, you 
will eventually learn to use these 
to great effect. Touching the 
aliens will lead to your 
destruction. So you think that 
sounds easy! The problem is 
that your ship acts under inertia 
and once you have built up 
speed it takes quite a lot of 
stopping. 

The sounds are excellent and 
demonstrate the capabilities of 
the CBM64 to the limit. This 
cannot be said of, the graphics 
though; the shapes are large and 
simple. The background is quite 
good, however, giving a vortex 
effect. 

The instructions supplied are 
printed on the back of the inlay 
card and are very straight- 
forward. Unfortunately, the 
names of the aliens are not 
siven, 

At first sight 1 found Vortron 
quite boring. As I had to give it 
a fair review 1 started playing, 
and now find it quite a tactical 
challenge and not bad value for 
money. KI. 

Price: £2.99 

Publisher: Budgie 

Address: Rino Marketing Ltd, 1 
Orange St, Sheffield, SI 4DW 
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Raskel 
It’s been quite some time since 1 
have had an excellent game to 
review that also sells at a very 
reasonable price. This shoot- 
em-up space game should get 
quite high up in the software 
charts in the near future if it 
Bets the success that it deserves, 

The object of the game is to 
defend your power rail that 
runs along the planet surface; 
you control a space ship that 
flies above this. Using a limited 
amount of energy you must kill 
as_many aliens as possible 
before you get vaporized or the 
planet gets destroyed. 

The screen scrolls sideways in 
the direction that you are 
moving and displays some very 
interesting graphics (Jeff 
Minter eat your heart out). A 
nice feature is the inertia that is 
used in the movements. 

I found that the game is 
loosely based on a similar 
arcade machine called Defender. 
Raskel is certainly as addictive 
and contains graphics and 
sound of an equal quality. The 
instructions are good and 
simple, a lot of the game you 
will have to work out for 
yourself. A joystick will be 
needed to play in conjunction 
with the keyboard. I found that 
a Quickshot II worked well — 
fast reactions are needed. 

The main menu page could 
do with tidying up but the 
playing screen and instructions 
Pages are up to a good 
standard, even though the 
instructions do not appear for 
Jong enough to let you read 
them. Ki. 

Price: £2.99 

Publisher: Budgie 

Address: Rino Marketing Ltd, 1 
Orange St, Sheffield $1 4DW 

ion Software Physics is 
written for ''O” Level and CSE 
students and comprises two 
tapes of revision questions and 
screen simulated experiments, 

One essential ingredient for 
any educational program is a 
format which presents a 

ig situation in a way 
maintains a desire to find 

‘out what happens next. In this 
Tespect these programs succeed 
admirably, but flexibility is also 
essential. 

The programs do not allow 
enough freedom in respect of 
the route a user can take 
through exercise, For instance, 
I could find no way of by: 
Passing a section, All the 
exercises have to. be worked 
through and all the questions 
answered correctly before 

ing on to the next section, 
There were many misleading 

responses and questions which 
should have been edited out 
before publication. For instance 
a screen response to an answer 
should be ‘correct’? or 

", not “yes” or ‘*no’? 

In another instance ‘a 
"¢ question asked for 

an ordered list of items which 
would enable chemical energy 
to be stored using a steam kettle 
as an energy source and didn't 
include a turbine in the list 

However, the programs 
clever and in many cases 
fascinating, especially the 
section on radioactivity. Experi 
ments are animated and inter- 
active, and a tremendous 
amount of information and 
activity is compressed onto the 
screen; so much so that it 
becomes a bit confusing at 
times but, despite this, the 
programs are a valuable 
revision resource and well 
worth the money. JD. 

Pri 

re 

11.50 

Publisher: Charles Letts & Co 
Lid 

Address: Diary Hse, Borough 
Rd, London SE1 1DW 



Q-Man's Brother 
Spent all your cash on a BBC 
and nothing left to buy games? 
Blue Ribbon rush to your 
assitance with this graphically 
good spin-off in the Q-Man 
soap saga. Instead of hopping 
round an Aztec pyramid, 
Q-Man’s Brother hops round 
an aerial walkway, but the goal 
remains the same. Turn the 
square a different colour, and 
avoid the predators. In_ this 
game you are pursued by a 
multi-coloured bucket and a 
paint roller which erases your 
squares. To help you keep on 
top of things, smart bombs are 
available in limited supply, with 
a new one after each screen, 
Colour is used to good effect, as 
is an impressive sound perform 
ance, and the graphics are 
polished, with the exception of 
le frére de Q-Man, who sports 
an awful pair of Polaroids 

This game is not for the 
hardened arcade-adventure 
The aliens come down one at 
time in monotonous regularity 
some times occupying the same 
square as your imminent new 
life, and there seems to be no 
variation in layout apart from 
colour. One good design seems 
to be no variation in layout 
apart from colour. One good 
design detail is the ability to re- 
stat_the game after pressing 
BREAK by accident, and the 
low cost makes ’ pirating 
virtually unnecessary. 1 would 
recommend this game for new 
BBC owners and younger video 
freaks who can bash away for 
hours quite happily, but don’t 
come in this direction in the 
quest for original DA. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Blue Ribbon Soft- 
ware Ltd 

Address: Silver Hse, Silver St, 
Doncaster 

Henry IV Part 1 
This teaching package of two 
tapes holds revision programs 
for **O" Level and CSE 
students of Shakespeare and 
contains a surprising amount of 
information and study 
exercises. I wouldn't have 
thought it possible to produce 
meaningful programs for 
Shakespeare’s plays but I was 
impressed by the presentation 
and usefulness of this package. 

Shakespeare packs so much 
into his plays that one reading is 
not sufficient to absorb and sort 
out the plots let alone their 
meaning. These programs have 
three main aims; to test by 
questioning; to present learning 
text; and to give the student an 
appreciation of the meaning 
and setting of the play. 

The first tape places the play 
into its historical context and 
uses a family tree to illustrate 
the political tensions which 
mould play. It develops an 
understanding of the relation 
ships between the various 
characters before final 
attempting to sort out all the 
plots. All through the text, 
questions are posed and 
comments are given with 
different coloured text giving 

hasis to the various 
ing points. 

Chunks of text with missing 
words are then presented for the 
student to fill in. The student 
can choose the text and degree 
of difficulty. Predict rate one is 
the hardest with only dashes to 
represent the words. The 
second tape holds two very long 
programs which, by means of 
quotations, leads the student to 
a deeper understanding of the 
play. 

Although it has a limited 
market this impressive package 
presents students of Shakes- 
peare with a valuable teaching 
Fesource. J.D. 

Price: £11.50 

Publisher: Charles Letts & Co 

Address: Diary Hse, Borough 
Rd, London SEI 1DW 

BBC <S 

Maxam 
This comprehensive machine 
code development system 
comprises three parts. 

Primarily, the assembler 
program compliments the 
computers firmware and is fully 
compatible with Locomotive 
BASIC. 

User’ friendly throughout, 
both 40 and 80 column screen 
resolutions are used. These 
provide a clearly legible display 
at all times. Colour enhances 
the mode | displays, making for 
very easy reading of the several 
columns of assembly language 
program 

In_use the new command 
iASSEMBLE prefixes the 
mnemonics of the machine code 
sub-routine within a BASIC 
program, line numbers being 
used for each line just as in the 
BASIC program. 

Hexadecimal notation is used 
throughout with the monitor 
program PEEKing at every 
memory location in RAM. 
ASCII characters are displayed 
alongside the contents of each 
location where appropriate. 

Price: £26.95 (disc) 

Publisher: Arnor 

Address: PO Box 619, London 
SE25 6IL 

Alongside this, a powerful 
Text Editor program and Basic 
program can be resident at the 
same time with individual 
editing facilities available to 
cither program, 

The instruction book explains 
in depth the use of the 
numerous command words 
unique to Maxam, with many 
programming examples. All 
these command words are listed 
together towards the end of 
the book-making for speedy 
reference. 

If you curiosity has been 
sufficiently aroused by reading 
one of the numerous books 
giving an insight into the Z80A 
CPU ‘then the purchase of an 
assembler is your next step 
towards machine code pro- 
gramming. 
Maxam is published on 

ROM, Disc or Cassette, the 
price {quoted below being for 
the disc version as reviewed. 

With the software market in 
the doldrums and there being 
several other versions of 
assembler on sale, it may well 
pay you to shop around, D.H. 
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Dicky’s Diamonds 
Although I received a tape 
marked pre-production copy, 
this is not a new game. Romik 
released it two years ago. 
Presumably the rights have 
been transferred to Atlantis, the 
only change being a reduction 
in price, In any case it’s no great 
loss to Romik. 

he theme of the game 
concerns the attempts by Dicky 
the Owl to get eight diamonds 
back from Stephen the Spider. 
This he achieves, if he’s clever, 
by dismantling Stephen's web, 
strand by strand, ending up in 
the centre to’ collect the 
diamond hanging there. Need- 
less to say, Stephen marches 
round the ‘web and collision 
with Dicky ends. the owl's 
attempt — owl-killing spiders 
fare a new breed I guess. 

Where “he can, Stephen 
patrols the remaining web, but 
if he reaches a dead-end he 
starts respinning, reducing 
Dicky’s points as well as adding 
to his task. It needs a lot of 
planning, skill and luck to avoid 
this happening, particularly 
since if the final strand 
dismantled does not take Dicky 
to the web centre, his efforts are 
all in vain. Further compli 
tions include a penalty for 
Dicky hesitating; Stephen 
makes a beeline towards him, 
usually respinning the web as he 
does so. 

The graphics aren’t special, 
in fact there is nothing to make 
it stand out for rest of the pack. 
‘The insert does claim that there 
are starting levels for all 
abilities, but 1 would rather 
dispute that. 1 suppose if you 
want a real challenge at a cheap 
price, it’sworthago. Bd. 

Price: £2.99 

Publisher: Atlantis Gold 

Address: 18 Prebend Street, 
London NI 8PF 

Pac-Man 
immediate reaction on 

review package 
and finding a re-issue of Pac- 
Man was to suspect that I had 
become victim to some un 
intended time-warp. After 
returning to normality — never 
an easy task at the best of times 
— 1 spent a sleepless. night 
pondering on the logic behind 
US Gold’s generally excellent 
marketing philosophy. 

Pac-Man, for those of you 
who have returned from a 10 
year vacation on Mars, is the 
original maze game. The player 
controls a creature whose sole 
task is to wander a maze 
munching up the small dots 
liberally sprinkled around, 
which scores you points. Trying 
to prevent you are a number of 
other characters who roam the 
maze, contact with your 
muncher losing a life. 
Consumption of power pills, 

dotted in far-flung corners, 
enable the player for a short 
time to turn on these foes and 
eat them for extra points. Once 
amaze is cleared of dots, it’s on 
to an identical, but ' faster, 
screen — little animated 
sequences occur periodically 
between certain “milestone” 
mazes. 

This is undoubtedly a very 
well presented version of the 
original vastly popular arcade 
game. I cannot help but feel, 
however, that with the excellent 
state of other software available 
— amongst them many other 
US Gold titles — the purchase 
of this is a piece of pure 
nostalgia, 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: US Gold 

Address: Unit 10, The Parkway 
Ind Ctre, Heneage St, Birming- 
ham 
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Nightmare Maze 
The hero of the scenario, Sleepy 
Joe, must make his way around 
the maze collecting the eight 
keys required to open the Dark 
Door of Deeper Sleep and 
progress to the next level. 
Unfortunately for Joe he is not 
the only occupant of the maze. 
The pathways are strewn with 
Springy Things which bounce 
around the maze emitting a 
loud boinging noise. There is no 
fear of Joe falling asleep in this 
game. 

Occasionally a cup of black 
coffee will appear at random 
positions around the maze. 
Touch the coffee and the 
bouncing beasties will disappear 
for a short time allowing Joe to 
collect his keys unhindered. 
This facility is essential as it is 
infuriatingly difficult to collect 
all of the keys within the time 
limit. 
One slightly irritating point 

about the game is the fact that 
when a life is lost, the keys 
already collected are also lost, 
so you must start all over 
again with eight keys to collect. 
Once the key counter has 
reached zero it is time to make a 
quick dash for the door. This 
will then open and allow you to 
tackle the next, more complex, 
maze and it’s inhabitants. 

The graphics of this game are 
drawn using a 3-D_ shading 
effect; the floor of the maze has 
depth and all moving characters 
a shadow. This is particularly 
well done and drags the game 
‘out of the Pac-Man clone 
category. At the price of £2.50 
Nightmare Maze represents 
excellent value for money. J.R. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: 
ware 

Blue Ribbon Soft- 

Address: Silver Hse, Silver St, 
Doncaster, $ Yorks 

BBC 

PsiFile 
le is a database package 

allowing easy storage of almost 
any information . the user 
requifes, and equally simple 
manipulation of records. 

The package is menu-driven 
and gives the user first of all the 
chance to define his own record 
structure, using the standard 
types set out in the manual, 
These types each have their own 
memory requirements, and each 
field may be set to being the key 
field, i.e. the field on which the 
st is manipulated. All input is 

lly error-proof and there 
isa full edit facility. Once a file 
has been created it can be saved, 
of course, and a number of 

cards, which are very useful 
indeed, Full printing facili 

available, including selective 
printing of fields, and the 

‘d output format is auto- 
matically ordered. 

1 found PsiFile very easy to 
use, and anyone with little or no 
computer knowledge could use 
it, making it ideal for business 
ot hobyist use. The only 
criticism is that this cassette 
version is a bit slow to load and 
save files. D.A. 

Price: £11.90 

Publisher: Haiku 

Address: Dragon Gate, 77 St 
John’s St, Hayle, Cornwall 



REVENGE OF THE 

Revenge of the 
Quadra 

With the demise of the VIC-20, 
it’s nice to see some software 
houses bothering to produce 
new products. This game is one 
of the new breed of budget 
software and as such does itself 
proud. 

It isa straight-forward shoot- 
em-up game with lots of nasty 
aliens who try to snatch humans 
from the boitom of the screen. 
Your task is to protect these 
humans, The majority of aliens 
gaily zip across the top of the 
screen. The occasional nasty, 
however, drops down and 
snatches a human, 

You can redeem things by 
blasting the alien before it 
returns to the top of the screen. 
There are other nasties which 
simply drop down the screen 
and shoot you on sight. Each 
subsequent screen gets faster 
and much nastier. 

This is a high speed action 
game for the real arcade 
enthusiast. There are some nice 
Minteresque graphical touches 
and the game has an excellent 
feel. This is one of the best VIC 
games I've seen for some time 
and at the price, unbeatable 
value. My one criticism is the 
almost total absence of instruc- 
tions. AW. 

Price: £2.99 

Publisher: Software Super- 
savers 

Address: Bearbrand Complex, 
Allerton Rd, Woodton, Liver- 
pool L25 7SF 

Cylu 
is a sort of budget version 

of Alien B, in which you have to 
manoeuvre a blob on legs 
around a maze, collecting 
varioys objects in order to 
prove your worth as Warlord of 
an. extraterrestrial race, or 
something like that — the plot 
is more or less disposable 
anyway. 

Also scattered along the way 
are a number of micro-proces- 
sor chips which can be used to 
activate teleport beams, and to 
disable forcefields, in order to 
allow you access to remote 
areas of the maze. 

Like Alien 8, this game has 
three dimensional graphics, but 
these aren’t clear or as varied as 
those in Ultimate’s games. All 
the objects in Cylu seem to be 
boxes of one sort or another, 
are drawn with just straight 
lines and little use is made of 
shading, which would help to 
break up the monotony of the 
colours used. 

There's no joystick control 
available, and 1 found the 
keyboard controls quite fiddly 
as there are quite a few options 
available to you when playing. 
You can “Examine” and 
“Use’? objects, which is 
something that even Ultimate 
haven't included in their 3-D 
games, 

It’s difficult to judge this 
game actually. It can’t compete 
with the likes of Alien 8, which 
is what it most resembles, but 
on the other hand it does only 
cost £2.50, and compared to 
other budget games you could 
doa lot worse. Ca. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Firebird 

Address: Wellington Hse, 
Upper St_Martin’s Lane, 
London WC2 

Darts 
Jocky Wilson would choke on 
his upper plate at the idea of 
computerised darts, and I for 
one don’t blame him, 

There are some sports which, 
when reduced to pure technique 
become pointless and dull, and 
darts is one of them. Mind you, 
some software houses insist on 
bringing out versions anyway, 
and this one from Blue Ribbon 
is, unfortunately, not one of the 
better ones. The display is a 
simple black/white/red board 
with two score displays. Three 
games are optional, 501, Round 
the Bored (sorry) — Board and 
Cricket. 

The programmer has 
obviously watched TV darts 
extensively, because the ideal 
darts player to him is one 
with chronic dts. This is 
represented by a. neurotically 
quivering cross-hair, which 

is ashame, as the actual 
graphics are quite crisp. 

I'd like to say something nice 
about this game, but apart from 
the low price there really isn’t a 
lot to rave about. Its only 
potential buyers are probably 
frail but enthusiastic old 
grannies who tune in to 
Saturday afternoon darts on 
television to lust over John 
Lowe's spare tyre. Take a tip 
from Eric ‘“Fatbelly"” Gut- 
bucket and sink three triple 
vodkas instead. D.A. 

Price: £2.50 

Publisher: Blue Ribbon Soft- 
ware 

Address: Silver Hse, Silver St, 
Doncaster 

Speed King 
Isn't it strange how many 
versions of one game you can 
find on the shelves of your local 
software shop. Speed King is a 
version of Pole Position that 
uses motorcycles instead of 
Formula One cars. The idea is 
to ride around a famous racing 
circuit and get the fastest 
possible lap time, 

There are eight different 
circuits from all over the world, 
Each one has different back- 
grounds although there is no 
detail on the track itself to 
distinguish between them. 

The game is played as if you 
were sitting on a motorcycle 
riding the circuit, The 3-D 
graphics give fast and smooth 
movement. The bikes lean on 
the corners as they bank round 
them. If you go too slow you 
will get lapped by the track 
leaders or even smashed off the 
road. 

You have a total of six gears 
to use. The game may be played 
using either a joystick or the 
keyboard. 1 found that in 
practice it is far easier with the 
keyboard. 

The software is protected by 
a number code entry scheme, 
You have to loop up a certain 
code on the inlay card when the 
game starts up. The list of codes 
cannot be photocopied, thus 
making protected versions 
rather hard to run. 

Although the game is very 
good and contains no bugs, it 
does seem rather expensive’ at 
£9.95 considering that the 
graphics could be much 
improved. KA. 

Price: £9.95 

Publisher: Digital Integration 

Address: Watchmoor_ Trade 
Ctre, Watchmoor Rd, Camber- 
ley, Surrey GUIS 3AJ 
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I's all drops of INK 
in the bucket in this 
week's game 
writing article for 
Amstrad owners 
from David Ellis 

n the last article we saw 
how movement could be 
accomplished by printing 

characters at various parts of 
the screen, The limitation here 
is that the more characters you 
have to move, the slower the 
movement will become. This is 
especially so if the program is 
written in BASIC. If it is 
written in machine code, then 
this is not likely to be such a 
problem. 

However, there is one tech- 
nique available which will move 
objects very quickly, and from 
BASIC as well. This technique 
is known as Ink Switching. The 
actui wing of the INK 
colour in a PEN is done by 
hardware, so this is virtually 
instantaneous. 

The program THE TWO, 
SQUARES shows how this is 
achieved. The colours for 
four pens are first set in line 20/ 
Line 30 draws a square in PEN 
2, which is current 
BRIGHT CYAN. 4o 
draws another square fo /the 
right of the last sq in PEN 
3. This is currently’ sét to 
BLUE. As this is the present 
colour of the background the 
square is in effect invisible. It is 
however, still there, 

Lines $0 to 80/now/set up a 
continuous loop, Line 60 sets 
PEN 2 to BLUE, and PEN 3 to 
BRIGHT CYAN, The’ left 
square will therefore become 
invisible, whilst the right square 
will now appear, Line 70 then 
switches back, the colours, 
causing the tight square to 
disappear, and the left square to 
re-appear, The switching takes 
places so quickly that it is 
necessary to slow it down by 
using the delay subroutine at 
line 2000, 

This’ teghnique 
‘Most useful in MO 
this mode you hav 

are 
background, 

and 14 “‘spare” ones 
Which could all be set to the 
background colour. You could 
now draw 14 invisible objects, 
placed in such a way that when 
they are made to appear one 
after the other, a moving effect 
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is achieved, 
The program THE 12 

RECTANGLES demonstrates 
this. Firstly, 14 rectangles are 
drawn of increasing/size in the 
14 colours of mode 2 (PEN 240 
PEN 15 in subroutine 3 
This is repeated 11 times ing 
12 rectangles, each cor 
of 14 rectangles of /¥arious 
colours. Ling 70 waits/for you 
to press any’key... now the fun 
starts! ; 

Subroutine 2000/ is called 
repeatedly unti!/you_ press 
another key//when the 
rectangles will/ revert back 
to their oginal colours. 
Subroutine works as 
follows: _/ 
Two loops/ate used. The outer 
loop, “show”, refers to the 
PEN sed to draw the 
fectangles — the bigger the 
PEN Mamber, the bigger the 
rectangle. The inner loop, “x”, 
thea séts all the PENS from 2 to 
15/ fo background ae 
except when it is equal tothe 
yarlable “‘show'’ when® that 
EN number is set to BRIGHT. 

‘AN. At any one tite there- 
fore, only one rectangle is 

visible, the remaining 13 being 
invisible 

The visible fectangle grows 
in size, giving the effect of 
movement, This is very similar 
to the warp gate effect in Dark 
Star. Ifyou RUN the program 
you will see more clearly what I 
am finding rather difficult to 
put into words. Advantage is 

iken of the outer loop by using 
s values to produce a 
'spacey"’ sound, 
The other program that 

makes use of this ink switching 
is called BLOCKS. This 
simulates the sort of effect that 
is popular on stage with moving 
lights. It was also a popular 
programming challenge in the 
good old TRS-80 days (remem- 
ber the TRS-80?). 

Line 20 sets the colour of 
three of the lights. PEN 1 is 
PASTEL BL! 
BRIGHT RI 
GREEN. Li 
rectangle 

alternating three colours. ‘There 
are 90 blocks in all. The/PEN 
number js set in line $0 by nsing 
the modulus of the number of 
blocks divided by 3. But we do 
not want PEN 0, so | is added 
to the total, CHRS(43)/is the 
graphics character for/a solid 
block 

The main program loops 
around lines 130 to 10. These 
are the three lines yrat do the 
switching of the ink colours, 
and give the effect/of moving 
blocks. Once again, a delay is 
needed to slow/things down, 
With a delay of 100, the blocks 
appear to move in an anticlock- 
wise direction. If you alter the 
value of the loop you may find 
that the ‘Movement appears to 
be in a,clockwise direction. To 
some’extent, it depends upon 
your eyesight. You may think 
that the blocks are moving 
clockwise, whilst to someone 
else they| may appear to. be 
moving anticlockwise! With 
visual tricks you can never be 
sure, 

The string “AMSTRAD 
CPC464"" shows what colour 
PEN | is changing to. You may 
like to try and produce the same 
effect without the use of ink 
switching. Just limit it to 
alternate blocks of foreground 
and background colour to make 
it a'little easier. Even so, 1 think 
you will find it quite a difficult 
problem. 1 know that on the 
ORIC (which is not able to ink 
switch) it was quite a problem, 
and was only solved by using 
machine code. 

The ability to switch inks 
instantaneously is very useful as 
I hope you have realised from 
these simple examples. Some 
stunning effects can be achieved 
witha litle planning, as demon 
strated on the BBC, which also 
has this facility. 

In the next article 1 shall be 
taking a look at the logical 
operations that are available on 
the AMSTRAD. These work on. 
the colours (or to be more 
precise on the PEN number) 
and open up many interesting 
possibilities. 

EAD XY. 
DATA 70,50,220,50,370,50,520,50 
DATA 70,150,220,150,370,150,520,150 
DATA 70,250,220,250,370,250,520,250 

AW SQUARE *eetRAARAHRIHE 



1010 DRAWR across,0,color 
1020 ORAWR O,down:DRAWR ~across,0 
1030 DRAWR 0,-down: RETURN 
2000 REN**#AAAHHR SWITCH COLORS teeeenenannn 
2010 FOR show=2 TO 15:SOUND 2,0,6,7,0,0,show 
2020 FOR x=2 TO 15 
2030 IF x=show THEN INK x,20 ELSE INK x,1 
2060 NEXT x,showsRETURN 
3000 REM#eKAeeHH DRAW SQUARES + 
3010 FOR square=2 TO 15 
3020 ORIGIN x,y:across=10*square 
3030 down=éssquare:color=square 
3040 GOSUB 1000: x=x~4:y=y-2 
3050 NEXT:RETURN 

ooeeed 

160 WEND 

100 IF place>75 THEN y=y-1 
110 NEXT 
420 WHILE -1 
130 GOSUB 1000:INK 1,6:INK 2,9:INK 3,14 
140 GOSUB 1000:INK 1,9 We 2614310 $6 
150 GOSUB 1000:INK 1,14:INK 2,6:INK 3,9 

1000 FOR delay=1 TO 100:NEXT:RETURN 

BLOCKS 

THE 12 RECTANGLE! 

= 
10 MODE 1:CALL &BCO2:x=5:y=5 
20 INK 1,14: INK 2,6:INK 3,9 
30 LOCATE 13,12:PRINT"AMSTRAD CPC464"; 
40: FOR place=1 TO 90 
50 -:PEN place MOD 3+1:LOCATE x,y 
60 «SPRINT CHRS(143); 
70 IF place<31 THEN x=x+1 
80 —-: IF place>30 AND place <46 THEN y=y+1 
90 -: IF place>45 AND place<76 THEN x=x-1 

10 MODE 7 
20 INK O,1:INK 1,24:INK 2,20:INK 3,1 
30 ORIGIN 200,201 
40 ORIGIN 302,20 
50 WHILE -1 
60 INK 2,1:INK 3,20:GOsUB 2000 
70 INK 2,20:INK 3,1:GoSu8 2000 
80 WEND 
1000 REM*##x«** DRAW SQUARE seaeneKKH 
1010 DRAW 100,0,color:DRAW 100,100 
1020 DRAW 0,100: DRAW 0,0: RETURN 
2000 REM**#e*e® DELAY ROUTINE #ueenex: 
2010 FOR delay=1 TO 500:NEXT:RETURN 

THE TWO SQUARES 

For help with Reading and Writing 

= 01-405 4017 

Since 1975, 350,000; 
adults have been 
helped toread and 

write better. 
If you want help look 

for this 

For further information 
Adult Literacy & Basic Skills Unit 
PO Box 213 London WCIV 7ET 

i ms es 8 ie iB ee Har ae Ha oa ie 8 came te ree et iyi ie th fatoea  rou.ynono Ta wouasoncs Desa tee Rrentvlae te Sime ie is Sins 15 sown ie if Saban 1 Necro ey ie iB Bevcons st 8 Bneorneoaae iS ig Paee $8 faaoenone i ie rertoats 38 Rogue Set ie 8 Won aones sea H8 Sehumon sm a8 Soraronuoan 1 aowee 3 ie fowanues i tenwore 3 is Siow Se tase ar pe HE rewrite Bog aed ie cu 3 48 Mantes Se poh 33 icin doin ie ie Aecriowor Soe 38 fomoven is ip Reoercnosnot 1 Sete iB ts Sietmins He eo re ms Fe ty Fe seam Dees Fe reuoon 8 Mraos cro $8 Boon Breas 12 paar gre row Soest ie ewan sy 13 Sem, Ddure i 3 Sora oat 1 Brain 
FAIRUGHT n eee en weit & ianwvsress SSomemeae 1 aowrone Soares os 35 Rodeo peeners ry 
ow 7s ARWOUF 
FRANK BRUNO'S BOXING Se Cenenen gene 
OALEYS SUPERTEST an Copsey Sulmoooue mann Fe 
CODENAME MAT 5 MBN. 2 

3 encaornovexwaret 
3 ALL PRICES INCL B oes WLP 
TEAST FO OER DCHEDS TH Cae pte = SEND GHEDUESP O TO 

ae cooper HCW 23 se.ea Ue “e ote $5 8 es amt ASH row on $50 [8 ect Mindronsttvomsoraneneioe Bok om 

iy] 
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the wonderful world of Disney 
but finally managed to see the 
purpose of a bedraggled Donald 
Duck, strangely feminine 
Mister-Men and a cockney 
Rambo doing marvellous things 
with his overdeveloped 
pectorals. 

Film or TV connected games 
uilled the crowds and Ocean’s 

stress of the show was all a little 
too much or the Buck’s fizz too 
strong — but I’m convinced 
there was a blonde Neil. By far 
the most exciting game which 
managed to stand out against 
the incessant sound-tracks and 
blur of screens was Activision's 
Ballblazer with superb graphics 
and speed-effects reminiscent of 
a manic roller-coaster. 

immed, the cleaners rested on 
their silicon-driven brooms, and 
I pondered the invention of the 
abacus 

Lazy lounging 
admit it you've all been 
ig what PCW really 

stands for. | can now reveal all 
— it means People Can't Wait 
and this years show was the 

the motto. 

the Atari boss showed up on the 
press day there were hoards of 
them with eyes and flash bulbs 
a-popping 

Jack w 
self with comments on soft- 
ware, hardware and the general 

his usual effusive 

state of the industry. He 
claimed that 50,000 ST’s had 



of the operating system and 
GEM software on ROM. The 
current machines have to have 
these parts-of the system loaded 
from disc and this takes up 
valuable user memory. Jack 
reckons that the ROMS should 
be around early next year and 
that they will be made available 

¢ version purchasers at a 
price which has yet to be set 

While Atari had a great deal 
of attention there were a 
number of other manufacturers 

new BBC B+ 128K at a rather 
hefty price of £499. Unlike 
those left high and dry by 
Amstrad BBC B+ owners with 
64K machines will be able to get 
the 64K upgrade at around £30 
fitted. 

Other new products on the 
stand were few and far between 
but there was the long promised 

ey were also shouting 
about their software support, 
They launched 34 new games at 
the show and this brings the 
total to 60. Most of these are 
conversions of successful title 
for other machines but should 
please the dedicated band of 
Enterprise followers, 

The prize for innovation on 
the stand should go to Micro- 
vitec’s talking Tiger. Kept 
behind a set of paper bars this 
screen based beast spent the 
entire show talking to those that 
walked by. There was always a 
crowd around his cage and the 

p synched talk was trul 

between the last show and this 
fone perhaps next year we can 
look forward to 32. bit 
processors with 8 megabytes of 
memory, 32 sound. channels, 
256 colours selectable from half 

million shades, built in hard 
disc drives, hi-res monitors and 
all with a price payable in cereal 
packet tops. Don’t hold your 
breath! 
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Try your luck with 
this dice game for 
the C64 by 
A Cawood 
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This game gives you the chance 
to knock the spots off your 
computer by guessing the roll of 
a dice. Bet on your intuition 
and see your stake money 
multiply. Your own gambling 
den can be made up of two to 
six players each starting with 
£100 each and you can bet 
anything from £1 to everything 
you have, (IOU's, shirts, 

Smarties and tin buttons not 
acceptable). 

The pot is divided among the 
winners but if no one guesses 
correctly the money is carried 
over to the next round, The 
game ends when the agreed 
number of rounds have been 
played or when everyone except 
the High Roller has retired 
skint, 



BBC GAME 

\ 

The heroic chicken 
is in a fight for 
survival in this 
barnstorming 
farmyard game for 
the BBC by Stephen 
Gray 

As a chicken, you must run 
around the farmyard collecting 
eggs. Your food supply is 
constantly running out, but to 
get five more units of food you 
can throw an egg up to the 
farmer on the fence. The game 
ends when you run out of food. 

Controls 
Z-left, X-right, *-up, ?-down, 
RETURN-jump, DELETE 
freeze, COPY-coniinue 

How it works 
70-120 initialisation 
130-200 main loop 
210-320 chicken procedure 
330-370 farmer procedure 
380-620 initialisation procedure 
630-770 draw screen procedure 
780.900. interrupt driven music 

procedure 
910-980 print new ege procedure 
990-1170 throw egg procedure 
1180-1220 end of game 
1230-1480 high scores procedure 
1490-1560 instructions procedure 
1570-1640 freeze procedure 

Variables 
score ZS food 

E%e eggs in your possession ES egg on floor 
F% food left RS chicken facing right 
Xe, ¥% chicken’s co-ordinates L$ chicken facing left 
MX® 

4%» which way chicken is facing N_ notes counter location 
FX%,FYe farmer's co-ordin- P_ start of music data 

tes EX®%, EY co-ordinates of egg PX% farmer's last co-ordinate ‘on farmyard floor 
H%(5)_ high scores array TY% co-ordinate of egg being NS(S) high scorers’ names array thrown 
V% rank FT time when game was frozen 
KS egg which is being thrown 

MY®%_ chicken’s last co. 
ordinates 

M®% did chicken move? 
FS part of fence 
BS green block 
GS farmer 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

ROChi gh 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 

LSE PRINT: 
170 
180 
190 

FOR A= 

210 

REM saparsassaaraeeexe 
REM # Chicken feed = ¥ 
REM # by Stephen Gray % 
REM * BEC Model B * 
REM § Grayface ’ 
REM S8eeexnaeseenexeese 
MODE7:PROCi ni ts PROCmusi ROCinstructsP 

ON ERROR #FX1 2Ne ee 

PROCchicken 
PROCfarmer 
IF TIME>SO Fuerst: TIM 

RINTTAB(12, 1) 
% 

ypu: FF 

vDUS 
IF INKEY(-90) FROCfreeze 
IF _F%=0 VDU4,17,11:PRINTTAB(12, 1); "00" 
1 TO S00Q:NEXT:GOTO 1180 
GOTO 130 
DEF FROCChicken 
MXZ=X%2 MY’ 
IF INKEY¢ 28) AND XKOO Kuexn-earMyetsa% 
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240 IF INKEY(-67) AND X% 

INKEY (-105) AND 
260 IF INKEY(-73) AND Y: 
270 IF INKEY(-74) FPROCthrow 
280 IF M% ELSE FOR A=1 TO 140:NEXT:ENDPROC 
290 MOVE MX%,MY%sPRINTBS 
B00 IF POINT (X%+32, ¥%-16)=4 OR POINT (x 

Yu-16)=4 OR POINT (X%+32. 4-48) =4 DR POINT (x4 
4g) =4 E +102 PROCnew_egg 

IF J%=1 PRINT L$ ELSE PRINTR 

ENDPROC 
DEF PROUinit 

390 YDU2S; 8: 040% 
400 DIM H4(S),.NS(S)2FOR A=1 TO StH%(A)=100 

NS (A) ="Grayface" :NEXT 

420 @ 
450 VDU 

170,176 
24, 24,2 
24,24,24,24 

243 
VDU 25,254 

24,24, 

470 YDU 2 0,0, 2,129, 
+225, 168, 148, 240, 208, 252, 252, 2 

480 VDU 23,240, 60, 60,255, 0,36, 
+24, 126, 255, 189, 189, 

540 ES=CHRS18+CHRSO+CHRE4+CHRE251 
SSO RS=CHRS18+CHRSO+CHRES+CHRS224+CHRE225+C 
HRSE+CHRSG+CHRS 1 0+CHRS226+CHRE227 

560 L=CHR$18+CHRSO+CHRS5+CHRE2 
HRSG+CHREG+CHRS104CHRE236+CHRSZ 

570 FS=CHR$254+CHR$252+CHRSS+CHRES+CHRS 10+C 
HR$253+CHRSG+CHRS 10+CHRE253+CHRSE+CHRELO+CHRS 
253+CHRSB+CHRS10+CHRS254+CHRS252 

S80 E$=CHR$16+CHRSO+CHRS2+CHRS255+CHRE2SS+C 
HRS6+CHR$3+CHR$ 10+CHRE255+CHRS255 

590 G$#=CHRS18+CHRES+CHRES+CHR$240+CHRSE+CHR 
S10+CHRE241 

600 ENVELOPES, 1,1,-1, 
+30 

610 ENVELOPE2, 1,2 
3,120.60 

620 ENDPROC 
630 DEF 
640 vbU 

FOR A=1 TO 15 
660 COLOUR 1:PRINT 
670 COLOUR 7:PRINTTAB(O 

AB(12, 1)3"50";TAB(16, 1) 2H%(1 
680 GCOLO,2:MOVE 0,0:MOVEO,S12:PLOT 85,1280 

sOPLOT 95, 1280,512 
690 YDUS 
700 GCOL 0,6: FOR 
710 MUVE £464, 704: PRINTF $2 NEXT 
720 2B0:FY%=788 

PROCNew_egg 

750 MOVE 
760 FOR A=1 TO 15: VDUI9,A,As03:NEXT 
779 ENDPROC 

PROCmusic 
0=03 PUZZ1=9s 7E71 

A00: Pp=4.84: 2L80=1: 7281-0: 72.82 
B00 FOR PASS=0 TO 2 STEF 2 
B10 P%=%900 
820 COPT PASS 
B30" LDAWK8O: LDXW250: LDYWEFF : ISRUFFF4: TXA: BE 

@ L3LDX NzLDA P,X:STA Pp:LDA P+1,X:STA Ppt2sd 
SREFFF 1 MP Not.L RTS:.No LDX#280: LDY#0: LDAW 

INC Ne INC NeLDX NeLDA 
LDAWO:STA NsRTS 
840 1 
850 NEXT 
860 RESTORE 880 
870 FOR A=0 TO 104 STEP2:READ F,HsA7P=F+20: 

A? (B41) sH¥1. Sz NEXT 
BBO DATA 5, 4,41, 4,554, 41,455, 2541514, 414254 

14244152, 41,2533) 45 35,4525, 16,5545 415455)4,4 
$4,552, 41,14, 33,253, 2,55, 2, 41,2, 4% 4, 33, 4,53 
11855, 4,41,4,5.4,41.4,5,2,41,14,41,2,41,2, 41, 
2,41,2,33, 4,35, 4,25, 16,25, 4, 25, 45 15, 45-3, 445, 

43, 
890 DATA 5,2 
700 ENDPROC 
910 DEF PROCnew_ego 
920 MOVE X%.YKtPRINTES:MOVE X%,YAHIF Jue1 P 

RINTL® ELSE PRINT RS 
730 EX%=RND (19) 4642 EY%RND (16) 432s TF (EXK=X% 

OR EX%=x%+64) AND (EY%=Y% OR EY%RY%-32) GOTO 
930 
940 MOVE EX%,EY%:PRINTES 
950 SOUND 2,2,53,1 
960 VDUASPRINTTAB(O, 1) 48% TAB(7,1)941F EX%<1 

© PRINTS "O"5 
970 PRINTS E%: VDUS 

0 ENDPROC 
DEFPROCthrow 
IF E%=0 ENDPROC 

Y% TO FY% STEPS2 
+ TY%2 PRINTKS. 

SOUND 3,-15,TY%,1 
1040 FOR B=1 TO SO:NEXT 
1050 MOVE X%, TY%:PRINTKS 

NEXT % 
E%—12 VDUA: PRINTTAB(7,1>s51F 

y"3E% ELSE PRINT 3€% 
yous 
IF X%eFX% ELSE ENDPROC 
FOR TY% TO Y% STEP-32 

Q MOVE PRINTZS 
SOUND 2,-15,T¥%/10,1 
FOR Bei TO 60:NEXT 
MOVE X%,TY%2PRINTZS 
NEXT 
F 
ENDPROC 
#FX13.4 
aFK1S 
MODE? 
PROCHi gh 
oTO%0 
DEF PROChigh 
IF Si (5) GOTO 

1250 PRINT" ''*TAB(4) :CHRS129;CHRS141; "WELL D 
ONE !*? TAB (4) :CHR$130;CHR$141; "WELL DONE !" 
1260 Vie0 
1270 REPEAT V%=V%e 1: UNTIL 5% 2H (V2 
1280 PRINT?’ '* TAB (4) ;CHRS131;CHRS141; "YOUR S 

CORE 1S RANKED "3V%'TAB(4) {CHRS1533CHRS1413"Y 
OUR SCORE IS RANKED "3% 
1290 PRINT??? “CHRS132;CHRS141;TAB(S) "ENTER Y 

OUR NAME" CHR$152:CHRS141;TAB(6) "ENTER YOUR N 
ane” 
1300 PRINT*?**CHRS134;TAB(6)5"2_ " 
1310 FOR ASS TO V% STEP-1:N8(A)=NS(A-1) tHx(A, 

2,552,554, 33, 4,25, 16 

PR 

DU4: PRINTTAB (12. 

0 
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HY (V2) =S7%:N 
FXIS 

1340 A=GET:IF A= 
540 

7 AND NS(V%) VDU7: Gt 

1500 @=1 TO 2:PRINTCHR#129;CHR$141;TAB(1 ©) "CHICKEN FEED": NEXT 
1510 PRINT’ CHR$130; TAB(9) "By Stephen Gray" 
1520 PRINT You must run around the farm 

vard , collecting the eggs . Your food suppl 1350 IF NS (V2) SLEFTS (NS (V%) , LENNS (V2) — y is constantly running out , and to get fi 1) :¥bUA:GOTO1340 ve units more , you can throw your eggs up 1560 IF A=13 GOTO 139% to the tarmer on the fence ." 1370 IF LENNS(V%) >19 YDU7:GOTU 1340 PRINT’" The game ends when you run 0 NBC )+CHRS (A) : VDUA: GOTO out of food +"? *CHRS1S0; "KEYS"? * CHRS1315 "2-1 0 CLS eft X-right ¥-up ?-down"?*CHRS1314"RETURN= 1400 YDUI54, 157, 15,10 DELETE-freeze"’ *CHRS131; "COPY-continue 1410 FOR A=1 TO 2 
BI"C HICK EN FEE D*:NEXT 
1420 YDU134, 157,13, 10 

O PRINTCHR1293 TAB (12 by Stephen 

DU1S4, 157,132, 141:PRINTTA 
throw 

1540 PRINT’ CHRS12 
REPEAT 

:"Press SFACE when 
UNTIL INKEY(-99) 

1560 ENDPROC 
1440 FOR A=1 TO S:PRINT* CHRS1413A3,Hi 1570 DEF PROCfreeze 
"SNS (A) *CHREL413A3 HK (AD Ss 

1450 PRINT” CHR€133;TAB(8) "Press <SPACE> to 
start"; 
1460 ¥FX15,1 2 REPEAT UNTIL INKEY(-106) 
1470 REPEAT UNTILINKEY (0) =32 1620 PN=Os#FX14,4 
1480 ENDPROC 1630 TIME=FT 
1490 DEF PROCinstruct 1640 ENDPROC 

ready” 

Programs are always. supplied on 

cassette and are accompanied by full 
details of the program variables, how 
the program works and any hints on 

conversion you can offer. Please type 
these details double spaced. Listings 
are helpful but not essential. What is 
vital is that the programs should be 
completely error free, so please 
double check. 

Always use a coupon firmly fixed to 
the back of your envelope, and fully 
complete and enclose the cassette 
inlay card. 
We are particularly interested in 

Programs with less than 100 actual 
lines of BASIC. All submissions are 
acknowledged. 

Send your 
programs to 

HCW! 

Use this cassette inlay card for your program 

Name 

Expansion needed 

Special loading instructions 

Machine 

E 

é 

Complete this coupon and stick it firmly on the back of your envelope 
Name 

Address 
| 
! 
| 
| 
| ym tithe Machine __ __ 
= 
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he feature of this year 
The Home of 

set up and 
show was 
the Future 

manned by Toshiba. 
As you might have expected 

there were a few MSX com 
puters on the stand 
weren't the feature 
greatest interest. This 
was reserved for the interactive 
video disc system, 

Although this is 
technology developed a number 
of years ago the combination of 

at they 
using the 

ade 

Master music making on 
your MSX 

video images from disc and 
MERU briny the best arcade games into 
Pee SME the home for the majority of 
PURER tecnie players for quite some 
generation of computers. Chris [RM 
C of Toshiba admitted that JNM 

isn’t available in came to the digital television the equipme: 
this country yet, but is onsale in UDCMEREMIN GRO: 
Japan. The software is quite JVC NMmIDMSD 

the moment but the The bi 
nes that were displayed at the [AIIM 

impressive with JEMMUNGRS 
Cae wing simple, or cle 

The system is [UUW 

term 

show were ver 
the joystick 
position in space How numerate vou 

COMPACT DISC WITH STILL 
PICTURE 

Compact Disc doesn't just me 
Quolity sound. The enormous storage Capacity and quality of its laser based feproduction has great potential econ the Encyclopedia 

on Compact Dis Vou subject — look at the ee ff the narration, 
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aires the pietire can be trans 
Jormed in a number of ways. 

The set on demonstration 
could display two pictures 
simultaneously and by means of 
a simple remote control unit 
change the position and size of 
the images at will Chris believes 
that this iy just a start and that 

we will have 
to the base of 

before very, lon 
computers built 

DIGITALT.V, 
Digito! Processin 

MSX Computing 
More powet 

our digital TVs, 
This prospect opens up the 

World of home control which 
Was covered by another of 
Toshiba's exhibits. Although 
very few of the possible appli 

ve yet been tried the 
technology exists. which will 
low a. single computer, per 

haps under a TV. to control all 
the major home appli 

cations h 

Wiewing flexibility. Picture on Picture 
TV sig 

ecking programme 

MSX enhanced with super 
graphics 

Simple home control 

The basis of the control is a 
‘master panel connected to the 
computer system, Chris told me 
that this needed to be installed 
by a dealer but that as soon as. 
infra-red control became more 
simple it might be possible to 
simply place units into the 
rooms concerned. Just imagine 
being able to set the cooker, 

Look two picture — one screen 

coffee machine, lights and 

video recorder to turn them- 
selves on or off from a single 
simple panel set into the wall or 
a work surface, 

Another panel of the stand 
illustrated the Lithium battery 
smart card, Unlike the software 
card we featured in earlier 
issues of HCW the card com- 
prises a battery. This means 
that the card can 
be used for automatic 
transfer of funds from your 
bank account to another. This 
could mean the end of cheques 
as we know them! Ah! 

The other sections of the 
exhibit all featured MSX com- 
puters in one way or another. 
‘The most obvious use of the 
computer was as a synthesiser 
with a plug in keyboard and 
cartridge software. The range 
of sounds that are possible 
using such a system are amazing 
and whilst they may not replace 
the professional Fairlights, they 
are perfectly adequate for the 
home musician. At less than 
£500, including the computer, 
they are likely to sell quite well 
to the real enthusiast. 

It was also interesting to see a 
Compact Disc player attached 
to an MSX machine. This disc 
wasn't just playing music 
though — it was also providing 
the pictures. Recorded on the 
disc were a number of high 
resolution screens which were 
transferred into the computer as 
required. At the moment the 
technology is limited to read- 
only operation but Chris 
believes that the read and write 
laser dise is not too far away 
and when this becomes a reality 
it might be possible to replace 
delicate floppy disc drives with 
more stable and faster laser 
drives, 

The final section of the stand 
was devoted to MSX and its 
future. There was a Toshiba 
micro running Bank Street 
Writer a sophisticated word 
processor but I noticed at least 
one visitor taking out the 
cartridge and programming the 
machine in BASIC, 

The Toshiba HX23 was also 
shown for the first time at a 
consumer show. This machine 
is developed to the new MSX 
enhanced standard with better 
graphics and greater memory 
power. The graphics really are 
exceptional and far better than 
any current home computer. It 
remains to be seen if the com- 
panies price the new machines 
in such a way that they can 
become a major force in the 
home computer scene. 
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Lm] 
Lineage: 

35p per word 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

All adver 
Advertisements are accepted sut 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

MAPMAKER 
Simply the best way of making 

adventure maps, Write on/wipe off 
‘A3 size 420 x 297mm. 

White PVC screen printed with a 
blue grid of 11 x 13 boxes 
Price ineludes special pen, 
‘Send ch/PO for £4.48 to 

MAPIT, 166 ROBERT ST, 
lamorgan, 

Ibs records 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

REAL-TIME or (Slow) HIGH-SPEED 
ed Dist Duplication 

Snd Unformatted Disks 1 ~ $00 
‘security delivery sevice 
records — a division of urantono cto, 10 saaiers Way 

Hertford $614 40z 0902-55111 

Hire & Exchange Software. 
Exchange your software! Phone or 
send list of your software and ask 

or details, Software hire! No 
membership charge. P&P free. Hire 
tapes from £1.50, Phone for details 
T & P Software, 4 Maine Road, 

Newland, Drax, Selby, North Yorks. 
"Tel: 0757 618007. 

To hire a computer and/or periph- 
erals by the week or month, please 
ring 01-607 0157 or 01-997 6457. 
We specialise in BBC and Apricot 
computers. Computer Hire Services 
294a Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA 

‘ORIC, ATMOS 
COMMODORE 64, LYNX 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

‘Over 150 Orie and 200 
‘Commodore 64 titles. 
‘Stamp for details:- 

Les Wilson 100 Blenheim 
Walk, Corby, Northants. 

Thecontents of this publ 

os 

isements in this section must be prepaid. 
Ibject to the terms and 

Sinclair QL. Standard. Usual extras 
Still boxed. Further extras: Four 
empty cartridges, magazines worth 
£20.00, printer cable. Another com: 
puter with four games. All £190.00. 
Phone: Upper Warlingham (05832) 
3834 7-7pm or weekends. 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. — 
Tapes | (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E. Tucker, (H) 58, Blen 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

TULL FEATURE FRUIT MACHINE 

blank tapes £8 for 20 ‘VIDEO CFISURE. 7 Haifeet Market Dieping. Peterborough PP’ DB 

‘THE CHART PROGRAM (BBC B) 
more details from J..HUGHES «2 
CYPRUS ST: BETHNAL GREEN 
LONDON E2 ONN.. 

Halley's Comet. Computer planet- 
arium for the Spectrum 48K £8.95 
Contact: Anima Scientific Comput- 
ing, 23 Crawley Avenue, Hebburn, 
Tyne & Wear NE31 2LT 

TI-99/4A 
Software 

TEXAS 99/4A 
Imported 

Superior Quality 
cuesse 
S-GAME VALUEPACK 
IGHOSTHUNTERS* 
IMR ROBOT 
PIRATE RACING* 
SPECIAL OFFER 
ISPOOK-MAN only £2.95 

* = requires Extended Basic 
PAP included. Overseas add £1 

Send cheque/PO 0: 
CINTRONICS LTD, Lonsto House, 

1,28 3 Princes Lane, 
London N10 3Lt 

For a full ist of our 

£9.95) 
£5.95 
£9.95 
£5.98 
£5.95 

send SAE 

01-437 0699 
EXT 322. 
Send your requirements to: 
David Horne 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

ONE DAY ALL 
THIS SPACE 

COULD BE YOURS 
PHONE DAVE 

01 437 0699 ex322 

Repairs ‘n’ 
Spares 
Register 

COMMODORE REPAIRS 
Conimodore repairs by Commodore 
Spproved engineers, Repale prices VIC-20| 
rodclator £800, VICR0 £15. CBM 64 
{rom £20, CON from £9.00, 14 from £2, (Ges PSU' £13.50. Spectrum £16.40, Dragos £33, Electrons, Aan For more injormation SAE x telephone 
GC Bunce & Son, 36 Buringion Road, 

‘Boraham, fhocks SLI Tet ou2te) 61696 

‘Computer Repairs in Hampshire 
Spectrum £19.95 inc VAT. p&p, 

BBC, CBM 64 from £19.95. 
‘Also Atari and VIC-20. 

COMPUTER CARE SOUTH 
149 KINGSTON ROAD, 

PORTSMOUTH, 
HAMPSHIRE 

Tel: 0705 825110 

COMPUTER REPAIRS IN 
SOUTHEND 

Spectrum Plas Spectrum K/3 faults 
Nez Sperm power spot 

Above prices include parts, 
post & packing 

Al repairs are guaranteed 3 months. 
Callin or phone for more details. 
MINNIE MICRO ELECTRONICS, 

12 EASTERN ESPLANADE, 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

London W1R 3AB 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

naw advertisers (semi- 

‘and made pe angus Srecialisr 10. 
and send together with the 

SSrertnement THE CLASSIFIED DEPT., LW, NO! 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON, 
WIR AB. no "reimbursement 

ssccompanied by 
contrary. Ail_advertiing salen are subject to 

Government. regulations. concerning VAT. Advertisers are responsible for 
Complying with, the various legal fequirementa in force og: The Trade 
Description ‘Act, Sax Discrimination Ket & The Business. Advertisemer 

(Disclosure) Order 1977. 
Fut TEAMS 8 CONDITIONS OF ADVERTISING AVAILABLE ON heavest, 

COMPUTER REPAIRS. ears ope eet amps ren teD. 

aps gated 3 oat. 
Seco 1873 cps 
2 £1 reps ‘or, 135 reps Vena ss wep tretee 7 fara 
ra 200 + pare Sec £185 +p 
ener Err kt aes 

Caner pase te ‘Spc Tas Pee 
Cast wt cna 7 
Ti Servet of antes et fot Eo Tawa 

(CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE 
at reliable service Spectrum £18 incl 

We also epuir BBC, Commodore, Ori, 
Dragon disc drives and printers 
ing 0882 435664 Yor etal. 

Send computer with detall incl cheque 1: 
(Hew), 

FA 

CLASSIFIED RING 
01-437 0699 

on, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and all copyright and all other intellectual property rights therein belong to Argus 
Specialist Publications Ltd. All tights conferred by the Law of Copyright and other intellectual property rights and by virtue of international copyright conventions are 
specifically reserved to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd and any reproduction requires the prior written consent of the company 
1985 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

Would advertisers also add 15% VAT 
ONLY 35p per word (minimum charge 15 words) 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699 
Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

If an advertisement 
is wrong were here 

to put it right. 
Ifyou see an advertisement in the press, in print 

on posters or in the cinema which you find 
unacceptable, write to us atthe address below. 7 

‘The Advertising Standards Authority. 
ASA Ltd. Depe 3 Brook House. Tornngton Place, London WCIE 7HN- 

THE QL RACING GAME! 
FROM 

ENGLISH SOFTWARE 
TEL: 061-835 1358 

ci oT ane TCO OC OOIOC 
TI LUT UCR RECTRG 
ee 
= VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL = 
i— 10* REPAIR SERVICER = ums epalredfor £19.95 lc. Parts Insurance andP& PNoWddes Extras. BB ior ‘wating weeks fr your Home Compute tobe repaired! ; ie ie afl epalrwrce ov any Home Computer, Ml ‘arty hill months guarantee, pls on every Spectrum repaled we ed yon fee gene worth £595 for your efoto vi 

al 

eer) 

INLY GENUINE SINCLAIR PARTS USED. 
for your fre estimate or send your computer to us with £1.75, 

(UKEIRELO.M. CL) or £2.40 (Europe/Scandinavia) we willcontact you the 
same day by phone or Ist class Mail should you require quotation fist, 
TRADE ENQUIRIES MOST WELCOME. ACCESS WELCOME! 
VIDEO VAULT LTD THE LOGICAL CHOICE 

Ruper/Toy Makers ..7:50 View 10 8 Kil 825 Scnveparena 785 Buck Rogers 8.08 Race O'vet Set (di) 11-20 Rocky Horror 670 Mise Cinvet Se(auys120 THN Nog 180 AFFOROABLE PRODUCTS (SR) Mall Order Mone (gx) 1120 lam Turbo inf: ,../17.00 7 7-Chies of God (Siak)31.20 Kempton Int 780 poy feurkaraie 225 Protx int i 
196 INGRAM STREET ow 138 
eee ‘AMSTRAD 

Soe Exploding Fist 780 Faint 750 $0'Surstine 350 
Ercloaig Fat 00070 Banga. 120 
Saron 73 The mobos: 4120 Southern Bole 593 SH Launcel 8 
Pe Postion’ $95 150 

COMMODORE 64 tow Games. 870 359 ferrormotios $95 ncerwora 780 Frwarnor 670 730 Ssbee Wott 730 OTH $30 130 Eine (cass) i120 OF. Supereat 730 50 Eine (ax) 1243 Rypersporte $95 780 
Soren ema 759 Won Sen B58 ey 7 Fox (a) 70 unter $95 7: Jott ge France <20780 Prank’ Brune $20 680 Ge Roes Race 750 The atta 370 880 Rescve Frociain':.--780 — Nightsnage 750 780 Ones Pat: 730 — Reegniore 150 5.95 Sn Coun Tennis::°°°°7'90 Sabre Wort 730 82 Biny McGuigan :-.-\750 Aten 780 780 Mune'Stuse 1120 Unoerworid 730 520 Frank Bruno. 388 Causron 599 +30 Sradowtive 750 wxarate $20 530 Now Games 870 Ew Grown $2) Rocky Horio! 870 Mercenary $3 wi. $3 Fran Bruno a0 

ech 730 Dynamo Ban $20 Rocco. Rockers i788 Ptunabon $33 The Oui 187 
‘un Oarach 750 Wards Lair. Pere 780 Grand Navonal ...°""20 D8 Decation,:::::158.20 ‘ogee of Yotod°°'-780 fe S20 InvKaraw 520 Expioaing Fst 750 Rea rows: 870 Crus €09 520 3 870 Onithe Ron: 870 Pyjamarame 870 Jerrrmotinos 89 Fourm Prowsdi......870 Mane Miner 870 ‘Games i750 Gye $32 Smugglers Gove :...450 Grow Craser 730 Coseati 1870 Higgins Snooker 1.11670 Pest i 780 Rruper/Toy Waiers 399 ogi Poot 670 feeposs Mision <°°°""790 Leonardo’ So War 805 

ough Boy 730 RotivSrerwood....:.780 Fighter Pilot 810 Beach reas i 730 Rockiors Rot 730 Hunchback i 670 Speed King, 730 Onwon One 870 Elgon ‘Bo ‘Thing on Spring =--'5.98 $25 Everyones A Willy...750 Ncaidcs Open °1'780 Rock Faldo Open's---7'50 ombat Lymx 670 ‘Theatre of Europe ----750 Dam Busters 10 Serabble 150 Enorbes 730 Quake dinus Gna... 730 Farad Rat ashe. S°°°8 70 
Sacre 730 Sitdow Fre 79 F/Owmond 1595 rateus 30 High/Encounier 2598 Gaste/Oi: Gieep "730 Manteon the Run.....520 PERIPHERALS. 
se 730 Soy Spy 739i Shot nen B86 Crow a Revenge jovesra SSS te Ronner 750 Wears Lar 595 Detox wicroatick-.°"4180 CSttcron 593 Rocco. 395 GYilStccame .....798 
Please state rare, address ana order clearly Postage included UK. Overseas orders ad1.00 er game. All chee payaso to" UntsoR 
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Counting the cost 

the letters 
page of HCW 126 and once 
again someone has raised 
the topic of software pirac 
The sai 
offered that were 
lower that people would not 
copy. L agree that a lot of 
‘oftware is overpriced, 

especially in my case as 1 am 
an Amstrad owner. In the 
end by the law of economics 
you only get what you pay 
for. After all a Mini and a 
Roils Royce do the same 
thing but the time and 
material put into them make 
them different 

Budget software is a 
idea and Mastertronic are 
the masters of the lot but 
another letter on the 
proves my point 
-omplaine 

‘on Action Biker. Perhaps if 
a bit more Money Was P% 
there might have been a 
better ending, although this 
is not always the case. It is 
amazing what some people 
expect for their £1.99. 

People who pirate will 
copy no matter what th 
price. To ther 
even £1 for 
you can pay SOp for a blank 
tape and copy 4 or 5 game 
onto it. Being unemployed I 
just make sure that any 
oftware I buy is worth the 

money I pay for it 

Someone 

Allan Mayers, Cwmbran 

of a poor ending 

Computing in 
Karachi 
Although I am an MSX user 
HCW is still my favourite 
magazine . | am a Spectra 
Video 328 owner and I buy 
HCW every week and have 
every copy since Number 
‘one. My only complaint is 
about the front cover which 
I don’t think is good — it is 
the same as the pages inside 
it. 

1 bought the Spectra video 
because I like space 
adventures but when 1 
arrived in Pakistan from 
America I was shocked 
because you cannot find 
software here. Terrible isn’t 
it? 

Adnan Ahmed Ouseslu, 
Karachi, Pakistan 

Get sharp 
1am writing on behalf of 
the growing community of 
Sharp MZ 700 owners. 1 do 
like the magazine and 1 
think it’s reasonably priced 
but when are you going to 
start even mentioning the 
Sharp or have a listing for 
now and then? 

This past year the MZ 700 
has become more popular 
and I’m sure a lot of people 
would like to see reviews for 
it, am tired of hearing 
about the Spectrum all the 
time so please could you 
give our computer a chance 
just for once, Also if any 
reader knows anything 
about the Sharp could they 
let me know? 

Michael Branwell, 
Gloucester 

Softwareidrought 
&] First let me endorse M. 
Wong’s moan about the 
lack of software for the 
Electron, Thousands of 
people now own Electrons, 

Bl yet good software is scarce 
The micro can handle Elite 

% so what is the problem? 
Secondly I would totally 

gree with the point made 
that too many games have 

dings, notably 
me Mat, Lords of 

Time and Knightlore so 
B come on chaps make these 
games worth finishing. 

Next moan — please, 
please, software authors 
when converting games from 
say, C64 to Amstrad don’t 
use Amstrad Mode 0. 
Colourful it may be, but the 
graphics are big, fat and 
totally disgusting. The only 
good Mode 0 graphics 1 
have seen are those in 
Sorcery, while games such as 
Moon Buggy (Anirog), 
Beach Head (U.S. Gold) 
nd many others have 

turned out much worse than 
@ the 40 column C64 version. 

Thanks for the excellent 
magazine 

M. Bannister, Fleet 

LETTERS PAGE 
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ORM & CHEEP 

There are prizes worth hundreds of 
pounds in this week's¢ompetition from 

here's a trip to London, 
all. expenses paid) by 
Macmillan Software, for 

three lucky HCW readers this 
week 

Whilst you are\in the big city 
there will be a trip to a tele. 
vision studio to see a children’s 
TV programme being made. 
This is all to celebrates. the 
release of the new Orm_and 
Cheep computer. games from 
Macmillan 

Orm, the worm, and Chéepy 
the bird, are the stars of a chil- 
dren's television series W 
was so popular that 72% of the 
4-15 year old audience watched 
the first series. Now these 
lovable creatures have made it 
to the computer screen in two 
arcade style adventures. 

The first game is just-one 
long party, or should we say 
one long trip to a’party, for 
Cheep is trying to help his 
friends to the fun and games 
through Mole’s dark tunnels. 
There are enemies for Cheep to 
avoid too so life is never easy 
but the party is its own reward. 

The other game is Narrow 
Squeaks in which Rat, Crow 
and Cat, Orm and Cheep’s 
enemies attack them at every 
opportunity and they end up 
having one narrow escape after 

another. There are four scen- 
arios'in this game each with it’s 
own. problems and /puzzles, 
Both games will appeal to 
everyone from 6 to 60 as Clever 
programming allows the game 
10 adjust itself to the player and 
make life harder or more simple 
accordingly 

The first, prize is for three. 

people fo visit the studio and all 
the travel and) other Expenses 
will be met by Macmillan but 
We regret thaf this can only be 
for UK residents for obvious 
reasons, 

There are five second prizes 
of an Orm and Cheep T Shirt 
and a game and 20 runners up 

prizes of Orm and “Cheep 
games. Allyou have/to do 10 
win one Of these prizestis,think 
of @ narrow sqneak’ that Orm 
and Cheep might-have to face, 
Then draw a picture of your 
idea so that we can see how 
difficult it is to get out of 

There is no need to be a good, 
artist — we are quite happy to 
have stick birds and stick 
worms in the pics — it’s the’ 
ideas that.wve are looking for! 

So get ouf*yourspericils and 
create a situation that will cause 
problems and you could be 
playing Orm and Cheep as one 
ofour winners! 

How to enter 
Think of a sticky situation that 
might’ occur in  the=-game 
Narrow Squeaks and draw us a 
simpleypicture of the problem, 
There is no need to take a great 
deal of time over the drawing — 
it’s the idea that will count. 

You might also'send a short, 
lessethan 50 word, description 
of the problem and how it 
might be solyed)— but.a simple 
picture is essential. 
Send your picture, and 

description —if any, with the 
coupon attached .to your entry 
to Orm. and) Cheep Compe: 
tition, Home Computing. 
Weekly, No 1 Golden Squarey 
London WIR.3AB to arrive not 
later than first post on Fri 
11 Ogtober 1985. 

The rules 
* Entries will not be accepted. from 
employees of Macmillan Software, 
Argus. Spestalist. Publications and 
Rlabaster’ Passmofe™"®=Sons, This 
festriction also. applies to employee's 
families and agents of the companies. 
+# The How t0 enter section forms part of 
the rules # The editor's decision is final and ng) 
correspondence can be enter * The first prize catonly.be awardedlo, 
fesidents of the United” Kingdom 
Travelling from UK locations, 

Macmillan Competition 

Entry Coupon 

post code 
Machine owned: Spectrum/C64 

yond fully — if you are 0 winner this will tase abel for Sim and Cheep, Home Computing Weekly. Net Golden Square, Londen Wi ng date est pont on Fria 11th Octet 1985 Fa pan hase piel scapes Aapanendl sj eine) | 
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FOR X= 30000 TO 30006: 
READ D:POKE X,D: 

NEXT:DATA 205,96, 187,50, 
LT Some people, like myself $5,117,201 

may have found it a nuisance 
not being able to PEEK the _near the start of your program 
screen on the Amstrad to and use 
detect collisions ete. This is 
because of the nature of the LOCATE X,Y:CALL 30000: 
ROM and RAM in this area, AS=CHRS (PEEK (30007) 
They both occupy the same 
area in memory but are to return the character at the 
switched as necessary. When cursor position (X,Y) into AS 
the area is POKEd the RAM is or whatever you decide to call 
switched in (the sereen this variable. 
memory is RAM) and when it Substituting the last part of 
is PEEKed the ROM is the line for 
switched in. 

A way to overcome the A= PEEK (30007) 
problem is to use the ROM/ 
RAM switching firmware will return the ASCII code 
routine for machine code. This rather than the character. 
is not as complicated as it Highlights on the 
sounds — it amounts to a CPC464 
seven byte routine, easily 
POKEd into memory. To make debugging programs 

This is the routine easier on the AMSTRAD type 
in listings with the "CAPS 

CALL 60 BB 30000 CD 60 BB LOCK" off. When the pro- 
LD (char),A 30000 323775 gram is listed a lot of errors 
RET 30006 C9 will remain in lower case whilst 

the correct parts of the 
where char is the next location program are put into UPPER 
after the routine for placing CASE by the system thus high- 
the result. lighting errors in the listing. 
To set up the routine just 

include the line JW Constable, London W3 

PEEKing screens 

Solution to last weeks 

puzzle 
XXXOXXX. If the squar 
numbered consecutively from 
top to bottom 1,2,3... along ARCOEFGHIJKIMNOPFORSTUVWXY 
the row then a plant hi TLOSRESEARCHMACHINESIRIUSY 
RY 2 NAS COMRIALCNI SOACORNDK 
is not a prime number! DSPESIRPRETNENOYTNGIEXINOS 

AAKASONOSNOSPEOPAMORSDARUU 
SXGITTEVILOVOENOISTORIPRIP 

Lost for words SETMCAHAMAYINEUTPVLAEYIP RS 
In this computer word-search yr e2SHARPIVEWASTIIKLASORDT 
from Richard Burton, Corn- so NDARTSMAOBRULOSCEKFMOEPE 
wall, there are 64 names of PRIN ECAMRBRIBRSNATAMAXTCIR 
computers and computer WI TESNXTSAULOHOPCWSCNTRNEA 
manufacturers. Richard NEKSYTCOISSOIGTONEIYNOSADC 
suggests that the easiest way (0 mE VOSELNKHORATLIANLDATPVPE 
note the answers isto rile WC PARR LEI MAREBLATINGELE DIX 
them and their locations ona wawsrOoTAMWDLYREOSYSIOVCAPO 
separate piece of paper (i.e SNAP RICOTRWAEISTEENTISTSEF 
C13-Apple) — not to mark MON ORTCELESMGHPFRNLREDORORI 
them on the actual word WNGTORBAKNHHCETOMEMFMFUCBS 
square WMS KET RATATMOSXMOCOWITMHEM 
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ser fielal 

THE FIRST EVER MIKRO-PLUS GAME 
Nearly 50%bigger, and better game for the Spectrum 

\L 
‘Se Shadow of the Unicorn - a 120 

page illustrated book, 64K of 
y programme, and Mikro-Plus 

interface - all for 
q £14.95 

BEoe i 
= Taek » 

if i 
~ 

®Built-in joystick port 

®Back-up facility to Microdrive 

®Back-up facility to Tape 

‘ Tape alignment routine for 
, trouble free loading jj 



Jolly old Rupert can walk, 
jump, leap, climb stairs— 
and even fly —but can you 
get him to the party? 

32 challenging screens 
of animation and fun. 

( ‘The most powerful games in the Universe 

Quicksilva Ltd, Liberty House, \/ 
222 Regent Street, London WIR 7DB. I 
Telephone 01-439 0666 £7.99; 

Rupert Bear © Express Newspapers PLC L "| 


